Domestic Postgraduate Course Guide 2021
Welcome to The University of Western Australia (UWA), where you’ll join our accomplished graduates in becoming global professionals who drive change to shape the future.

At UWA, we prepare our graduates to improve the lives of others. With the world – and the skills you need to succeed in it – changing all the time, our distinctive, experience-rich curriculum and outstanding learning experience will give you the knowledge and the adaptability to make a positive difference in society.

We look forward to you joining our community and supporting you in shaping your future career goals.

The University of Western Australia acknowledges that its campuses are situated on Noongar land and that Noongar people remain the spiritual and cultural custodians of their land and continue to practise their values, languages, beliefs and knowledge.
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Our global reputation

Study at a world top 100 university (QS 2021)

#1 IN WA FOR GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY
(QS GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY RANKING 2020)

MORE THAN 4,500 GLOBAL INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS

AWARD-WINNING TEACHERS
(AUSTRALIAN AWARDS FOR UNIVERSITY TEACHING 2020)

FIVE STARS FOR
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• STUDENT TEACHER RATIO
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When you graduate from UWA, you automatically join our community of over 130,000 graduates spanning every continent across the globe. That’s a powerful network.

Connect with and benefit from alumni who are global leaders in business, industry, government, education, research and culture.

No matter where you go, you’ll find yourself in the company of extraordinary people who will be your mentors, collaborators and friends.

alumni.uwa.edu.au

“The educational background at UWA has helped me establish my career initially as a lawyer but has also given me the confidence to diversify into the recruitment industry in London and now Hong Kong, where I am currently a Managing Director of a market leading global recruitment firm. I have also kept in touch with my UWA Alumni contacts internationally some of which have become close friends as well as clients of mine.”

RICKY
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
ROBERT WALTERS (HONG KONG)
Career and industry experience

As a UWA student you’ll get career advice and industry experience before you graduate. You’ll also have access to a wide range of resources and services, including–

- advice from our dedicated UWA Careers and Employability Centre
- one-to-one access with a qualified Career Development Consultant
- the UWA Careers and Employability Award Program
- the Career Mentor Link Program, matching you with professionals who will share their knowledge and career experience
- help with your résumé and preparing for job interviews
- access to potential employers at our Careers and Employability fairs, workshops and seminars
- free and unlimited access to LinkedIn Learning
- industry integrated learning – our talented academics are highly engaged with industry, and, as WA’s top university, we have extensive networks that will add to your learning experience
- Work Integrated Learning (WIL) activities, where you’ll gain workplace knowledge and skills, as well as lasting professional connections
- the McCusker Centre for Citizenship’s award-winning Internship Program with not-for-profit, community and government organisations
- the chance to get your own UniMentor – or become one
- access to volunteering opportunities through UWA Student Guild
- the opportunity to become a UWA Student Ambassador and gain a strong extracurricular activity for your résumé
- Bloom WA, a community of change-makers tackling global problems
- the IQ Academy program, where you’ll gain the skills, mindset and tools to become an entrepreneur
- access to My UniHub, your ‘one-stop-shop’ for career planning, opportunities, resources and more.

“As part of my studies, I’m currently interning with Awards WA. It’s a non-government organisation that encourages youth to participate and achieve more out of academic life. I’ve also been helping out with the Duke of Edinburgh Award program and I love it – it’s a really practical way to get a lot of experience in project management and communication work.”

MELISSA
MASTER OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION

UWA Careers and Employability Award Program
Get the practical work experience and knowledge you need to become career-ready, with hands-on learning that’s highly valued by employers.

careers.uwa.edu.au/award
Postgraduate studies at UWA

A postgraduate degree is a great way to elevate the next stage of your career – whether you want to change direction completely, expand your skillset or already have a specialist subject in mind.

At UWA, you’ll graduate with the experience, knowledge and ability you’ll need to achieve your goals.

You’ll also widen your employment prospects by growing your level of expertise and making valuable connections with industry professionals.

Seek industry insights
Our strong industry partnerships provide you with valuable exposure and contacts even before you graduate.

Seek passionate and engaged mentors
You’ll be taught by world-leading experts who want you to get involved in their research.

Seek hands-on, practical experience
You’ll get out of the classroom and into the field (sometimes it’s an actual field), gaining practical research experience.

Seek something more
You’ll graduate with a higher level of skills and knowledge, making you more attractive to employers.

Take your skills to the next level with UWA Plus

Micro-credentials are short professional qualifications that demonstrate your skills, knowledge and experience in a given area. Designed to suit your needs, these affordable and often wholly online courses can easily fit into your lifestyle.

Choose from a range of areas, such as professional writing, bioethics, economics, geology, ocean pollution and more.

Complete a micro-credential to improve your employability and future career outcomes.

Find out more:
uwa.edu.au/study/uwa-plus
Choose your postgraduate degree

UWA offers a range of postgraduate degrees, and you can gain a qualification in as little as six months. Select the one below that best suits your needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You want to expand or update your industry knowledge</td>
<td>Micro-credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate Diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You want to focus on a specialised area or change careers</td>
<td>Graduate Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate Diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You want to gain a professional accreditation</td>
<td>Graduate Diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You want to contribute to specialist knowledge</td>
<td>Master’s by Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher Degree by Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctorate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MICRO-CREDENTIALS
Our micro-credentials focus on developing skills that are in high demand by employers and industry. Whether you want to upskill or reskill, you’ll have the flexibility to pick and choose what works for you. Complete a one-off course or combine multiple micro-credentials to use as academic credit towards a postgraduate course – the choice is yours. uwa.edu.au/study/micros

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE (AQF level 8)
These short courses usually take six months to complete full time, or the equivalent in part-time study. They give you fundamental knowledge for a specific discipline, making them ideal for developing an existing skillset or getting started with an entirely new one. If you haven’t already completed a degree but have professional experience, a graduate certificate can be a great option, and you can use one as a standalone qualification or as a possible stepping stone to a graduate diploma and/or a master’s degree.

GRADUATE DIPLOMA (AQF level 8)
Usually taking a year full time (or part-time equivalent), these build on what you learn in a graduate certificate, with more in-depth knowledge. They are a good option if you’d like to return to study but don’t have the time required for a master’s degree. Your graduate diploma can be used as a qualification by itself, or can lead into a master’s at a later date.

MASTER’S (AQF level 9)
For advancing your career prospects and standing out in your chosen profession, a master’s degree is perfect. Normally running 1.5 to two years full time (or part-time equivalent), they are highly regarded by employers for the high level of specialised industry knowledge and skills they give you.
Depending on the course you choose, the course type may include one or more of the options below:
- Coursework: you’ll take units involving class attendance, readings, assignments and exams, similar to undergraduate studies but at an advanced level.
- Coursework and dissertation: your course will include both coursework and research (up to 66.6%) components.
- Thesis and coursework: your course will include both research (more than 66.6%, but less than 100%) and coursework components.
- Research: your course will include a supervised research component.

HIGHER DEGREE BY RESEARCH:
MASTER’S AND PHD (AQF level 9 or 10)
If you enjoy working independently and have a specific interest in a topic that you’d like to rigorously explore, embarking on a higher degree by research could be for you. You should be curious, driven and naturally drawn to a deep intellectual challenge. Your unique creativity and critical thinking will help you contribute original scholarship to a topic, and you’ll be closely mentored by a supervisor throughout your candidature.

DOCTORATE (AQF level 10)
A professional doctorate is ideal if you enjoy research and want to contribute to the knowledge base of your chosen profession. It’s a pinnacle of expertise – one of the highest qualifications you can achieve – and usually takes three to four years full time (or part-time equivalent).

RESEARCH VS COURSEWORK
Coursework degrees follow a set pattern of learning, making them perfect if you’re looking for a structured way to pick up the skills you’re looking for. But if you’re keen to follow a more independent path to knowledge, our higher degree by research (HDR) programs are for you. UWA is one of Australia’s top research-intensive universities, and our research degrees offer a unique opportunity to explore your passion or follow your interest, while learning alongside globally renowned experts.
From studying microorganisms to optimising industrial farms and restoring damaged environments, these courses encompass diverse areas of science.

Advances in technology and science are transforming our world at an incredible pace. Join us and tackle issues from food security to restoring and maintaining balance in our natural environment.

We offer courses in Agricultural Science, Biological Science, Environmental Science, Geoscience, Hydrogeology, Ocean Leadership and more. These areas have seen and will continue to see strong job growth in the future.

Your research could include developing solutions for better management of our limited land and water resources, tackling the issues of greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation, or treating plant and animal diseases through medical science.

Top five reasons to study Agriculture, Environmental and Biological Sciences at UWA

- 1st in Australia for Agricultural Sciences, and Environmental Science and Engineering (ARWU, 2020)
- Facilities that support hands-on learning and world-class teaching and research.
- Partnerships with industry and government agencies.
- Award-winning researchers and academics.
- Prestigious scholarships available.
Master of Agricultural Economics

UWA COURSE CODE: 73530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Agricultural consultant, economist, policy analyst

The Master of Agricultural Economics is a globally relevant applied economics degree tailored to the field of agriculture. The core themes of the course are applied economic analysis, policy analysis, and agribusiness management and analysis. The academic staff have extensive real-world experience in the agribusiness and government sector which makes graduates well-suited to employment in both government and industry positions.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-economics

Master of Agricultural Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 72510
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Agricultural scientist, environmental manager

World populations and economies are increasing their demands for food and fibre. Agricultural systems are placed under pressure to meet environmental, social and economic goals. To maintain or increase production levels, an understanding of the complex factors that shape agricultural systems is required. Gain the knowledge and skills needed for a future in the rapidly evolving field of agricultural science.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. (a) a Bachelor of Science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/agricultural-science

Master of Biological Arts

UWA COURSE CODE: 71530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Academic, artistic director, visual arts professional

This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative research. The course focuses on recent advances in life sciences, both in theory and practice. Emphasis is placed on critical thought, ethical and cultural issues and cross-disciplinary experimentation in art and science.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. (a) a Bachelor of Science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts

Master of Biological Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 72520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Biologist, conservation biologist, wildlife officer

The Master of Biological Science teaches you techniques ranging from molecular and genetic analysis, to data collection from whole populations, communities and ecosystems, to big-data synthesis science. After graduating, you’ll understand how species and ecosystems can be managed, conserved and restored. You’ll also be able to provide clues to advance food production, the treatment of plant and animal diseases, and medical science.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. (a) a Bachelor of Science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-science
Master of Biotechnology

UWA COURSE CODE: 71580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Biotechnologist, biomanufacturing specialist, business development manager

This is a signature program that sets us apart from other universities by offering a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology and combining this with training in enterprise and commercialisation. This includes developing the theory of genetics and molecular biology in parallel with skills training in practical techniques such as genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, recombinant DNA methods, and basic and advanced bioinformatics.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a Bachelor of Science, or an equivalent, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) met the prerequisite for the chosen specialisation.

(2) For the Biochemistry and Molecular Biology specialisation, an applicant must have–
(a) successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in biochemistry, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in molecular biology, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

(3) For the Environmental and Agricultural Biotechnology specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed Chemistry ATAR, or CHEM1003 Introductory Chemistry, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

(4) For the Genetics and Genomics specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in genetics, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

(5) For the AQUAtech specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed Chemistry ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

Master of Environmental Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 72530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Environmental consultant, environmental manager, environmental scientist

This master's degree will develop your practical experience in dealing with issues such as climate change, water resource management, sustainable natural resource use, and the rehabilitation of degraded or polluted environments. You'll gain advanced skills and knowledge in the monitoring and assessment of environmental systems using field, laboratory, modelling and statistical methods and techniques.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) met the prerequisite for the chosen specialisation.

(2) For the Environmental Management or Environmental Economics specialisations, an applicant must have completed prior tertiary studies at a tertiary level in either science, engineering, economics, natural resource management, urban and regional planning, or policy studies, or a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

(3) For the Catchments and Water or Environmental Rehabilitation or Sensing specialisations, an applicant must have completed prior tertiary studies at a tertiary level in either earth, environmental, engineering, biological or physical sciences, or a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

(4) For the Marine and Coastal specialisation, an applicant must have completed prior tertiary studies at a tertiary level in either marine, environmental, engineering, biological or physical sciences, or a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

Master of Geoscience

UWA COURSE CODE: 72550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geologist, hydrogeologist, geological surveyor

Knowledge of past and present earth processes is fundamental for predicting future changes in environments and climate as well as contributing to the management of vital resources. Gain high-level skills in interpretation and integration of geoscience data applied to understand the location, origin and evolution of important resources and other geoscience problems.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in geology, or in a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

Master of Hydrogeology

UWA COURSE CODE: 72540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Hydrogeologist, environmental consultant, researcher

Hydrogeology deals with the distribution and flow of groundwater beneath Earth's surface and the interaction of groundwater with the atmosphere, biosphere and Earth's crust via chemical, physical and biological processes in groundwater systems. This
Master of Ocean Leadership

UWA COURSE CODE: 62540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Marine researcher, renewable energy developer, marine conservationist, renewable energy government, offshore oil and gas, not-for-profit and aquaculture

The Master of Ocean Leadership develops your ocean-related leadership skills and expertise across marine science, engineering, law, resource economics and environmental management. This will enable you to strategically manage human challenges in ocean systems and to implement solutions for the future of our coasts and seas.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in geology, environmental science (including units in hydrology or equivalent), or hydrogeology, or in a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership

Master of Ore Deposit Geology

UWA COURSE CODE: 70590
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year part-time
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geologist, mining consultant, researcher

With world-class ore bodies becoming more difficult to find, there is an increasing recognition that geologists require new approaches and skills in order to discover significant deposits into the future. The Master of Ore Deposit Geology has been designed for practicing geoscientists who want to gain up-to-date knowledge and skills relevant to economic geology and mineral exploration.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) at least two years of professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
(2) (a) a Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

Master of Petroleum Geoscience

UWA COURSE CODE: 73540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geoscientist, mining consultant, geophysicist

This course enables you to develop skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and petroleum geoscience. Emphasis is placed on the development of practical skills underpinned by conceptual knowledge, and the application of both to solving problems related to basin history and petroleum exploration through coursework and research project components of the course.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Geology, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/petroleum-geoscience

Master of Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 70630
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: RTP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Academic, university lecturer, scientist

The Master of Science is a research degree allowing you to gain advanced knowledge in your chosen area of study: Agriculture and Environment, Biological Sciences, Earth Sciences, Human Sciences, Molecular Sciences or Psychological Science. You’ll gain advanced understanding and skills in your chosen area of study through undertaking a supervised research project and coursework units that include a literature review/proposal unit and an advanced coursework unit.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class honours (2A), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) a written agreement by a suitable research supervisor.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/science
Master of Science Communication

UWA COURSE CODE: 51580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Communications officer, health promotion officer, marketing officer

Science communicators use their knowledge of science to help raise the level of understanding about important issues in science, bridging the gap between the scientific community and the public. This course is aimed at students who already have a background in science or communication and wish to learn the principles and practical skills of effective science communication.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent

Professor Richard J Hobbs FAA is a UWA professor, IAS Distinguished Fellow and an internationally renowned ecologist. The Australian Academy of Science Fellow also heads up the Ecosystem Restoration and Intervention Ecology Research Group (ERIE) and was awarded an ARC Australian Laureate Fellowship for his research into ‘Intervention ecology: managing ecosystems in the 21st century’.

Professor Hobbs is a highly cited author who has written extensively on:

- vegetation dynamics and management
- ecosystem fragmentation
- ecosystem rehabilitation and restoration
- landscape ecology
- conservation biology.

Currently, his research focuses on managing and restoring ecosystems in a rapidly changing world – and there’s no place more ideal to do that than Western Australia. Over his career, he has worked with the CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology in Western Australia and worked on the dynamics of fragmented ecosystems in the Wheatbelt, becoming the Officer in Charge of the Western Australian laboratory in 1997. In 2000 Professor Hobbs took up a Chair in Environmental Science at Murdoch University and was awarded an ARC Australian Professorial Fellowship in 2006.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication
“Western Australia, and the South West in particular, is one of five of the most diverse parts of the planet, so as an ecologist it’s a fascinating place to be. We’re still learning so much about the plants and animals here, still discovering new ones, so it’s a biological frontier.”

PROFESSOR RICHARD HOBBS
INTERNATIONALY RECOGNISED ECOLOGIST
Creative and strategic thinkers come together to push the boundaries of knowledge, culture, habitats and landscapes. At UWA, you’ll be part of a community that aims to understand the architecture, landscape and art of Australian cities and housing, creating an impact on Australia and the world.

Our courses prepare you for a wide range of careers in areas such as architecture, building information modelling, landscape architecture, urban design, urban and regional planning and more.

Our research focuses on Western Australian and Australian cities and housing, contemporary landscape theory, urban ecology and biophilic design, visual and building cultures, contemporary Australian art theory and practice, Indigenous art, and Byzantine architecture.

Study Architecture, Design and Planning to create cities, cultures and communities for a sustainable future.

Top five reasons to study Architecture, Design and Planning at UWA

• Learn from award-winning, internationally recognised teachers and practitioners.
• All courses have strong practical and creative components.
• Impressive industry and community engagement allows you to work on real-world projects, ranging from housing to museums to space stations.
• Make use of equipment and state-of-the-art facilities such as plastic-extrusion 3D printers, laser cutters, printmaking studios and 24/7 computer labs.
• Our students have won national and international student competitions.
Master of Architecture

UWA COURSE CODE: 25520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2-3.5* years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Architect, urban designer, project manager

The Master of Architecture course provides an education in the conceptualisation, design and construction of buildings and other structures across a range of types and scales. You’ll develop an ability to integrate information drawn from a range of subject areas, and acquire advanced knowledge and skills that prepare you for successful careers in the creative and diverse world of architectural practice.

SPECIALISATIONS
Building Information Modelling, Landscape Design, Social Impact Design, Urban Design

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Architecture is professionally accredited and meets the requirements of the Architects Board of Western Australia and the Australian Institute of Architects. Following the completion of the course, you must undertake a minimum of two years’ professional work experience under the direction of a registered architect, and then pass the Architectural Practice Examination (APE) before being eligible to register as an architect in Australia.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to Architectural Conservation;
or
2. significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

* With relevant prior qualifications

uwa.edu.au/study/m/architecture

Building Information Modelling

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Architect*, digital engineer*, project manager

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a new paradigm in construction. The industry uses 3D models as the basis of a building inception, design, construction management and facilities management. Mastery of BIM puts you at the forefront of the construction industry, allowing you to have a direct impact on the quality of our built environment and to become a decision-maker rather than simply a team member.

* With relevant prior qualifications

uwa.edu.au/study/m/building-information-modelling

Graduate Certificate in Architectural Conservation

UWA COURSE CODE: 25240
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1-2 years part time
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Heritage consultant, conservation officer, architect*

Gain insight into the full range of concepts, methods and practices involved in the specialised field of architectural conservation. If you’re interested in entering or are already working in architectural conservation, this course (delivered by qualified and experienced conservation practitioners) provides you with the opportunity to develop your knowledge and skills in this area.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to Architectural Conservation;
or
2. significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

* With relevant prior qualifications

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/architectural-conservation

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/building-information-modelling-online
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Master of Environmental Planning*

UWA COURSE CODE: 13550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Urban planner, environmental consultant, impact assessor

The sustainable use and development of our cities and natural areas are fundamental to contemporary planning. This course provides a detailed insight into how planners, managers and conservationists work towards this goal. The course enables you to gain theoretical, practical and work-based experience to advance your careers in planning, conservation and development.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(c) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

* Subject to final approval

uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

Master of Landscape Architecture

UWA COURSE CODE: 25550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2–3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Landscape architect, landscape architectural draftsperson, environmental manager

The Master of Landscape Architecture provides an education in the design, management and resilience of natural and built landscapes for the benefit of our communities and to improve the quality of the environment. Students gain the knowledge and skills to respond to complex issues such as climate change and biodiversity loss by applying systems thinking and creative practice to develop long-term, multi-scale solutions.

SPECIALISATIONS
Environmental Planning, Research, Urban Design

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Landscape Architecture is accredited by the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects. After finishing the Master of Landscape Architecture, graduates must complete at least two years of professional practice before being eligible to become a registered landscape architect.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

* Two years for students with an undergraduate major in Landscape Architecture or three years full time for students without previous studies in Landscape Architecture.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/landscape-architecture

Urban Design

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Urban designer, architect*, city/town planner

Explore the urban jungle, studying at the Australian Urban Design Research Centre, and develop techniques of sustainable urban design suited to this urban century. Develop an in-depth understanding of urban design theories and issues, techniques of urban analysis and skills for the design and development of sustainable neighbourhoods and cities. You can take the Graduate Certificate in Urban Design on its own or continue to the Graduate Diploma in Urban Design or Master of Urban Design.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/urban-design

Graduate Diploma

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

UWA COURSE CODE: 25310
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to urban design; or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Urban Design at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/urban-design

Graduate Certificate

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 25210
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to urban design;
or
(2) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-design

Urban and Regional Planning

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Urban and town planner, principal planner, urban growth coordinator

Urban and regional planners ensure that cities, towns and regions have vibrant economies and communities, provide for a high quality of life, and are environmentally sustainable. To achieve this, planners need a good understanding of the way in which societies, economies and environments operate and interact. This master’s and its entry qualification provide knowledge of concepts and methods in urban and regional planning. The graduate certificate is suitable if you’re looking to upskill in your planning career, while the master’s is ideal if you’d like to upskill, change or start a career in planning.

MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 72560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Urban and Regional Planning is accredited by the Planning Institute of Australia (PIA) and graduates are eligible to apply for membership in the Urban and Regional Planning chapter.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to urban and regional planning;
or
(2) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/urban-and-regional-planning

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 12290
INTAKE: Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to urban and regional planning;
or
(2) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/urban-regional-planning
UWA is home to the only Business School in WA, and one of only eight institutions in Australia, to be accredited by both the European Quality Improvement System (EQUIS) and the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). These are leading business school accreditations in Europe and North America, meaning employers around the world recognise the quality of a UWA degree in business.

The UWA Business School is one of the premier business schools in the Asia-Pacific region, and we have connections with 30+ corporate supporters, including ATCO, BHP, Wesfarmers Limited, Perth Energy, Woodside, Bankwest, KPMG, Chevron and more.

We’re committed to a research culture that focuses on international excellence, supporting research centres and entities such as the Cooperative Enterprise Research Unit, Centre for Business Data Analytics, and Centre for Social Impact.

Top five reasons to study Business and Commerce at UWA

- Leading academics who are conducting research, working in their field or consulting with industry.
- High-level industry networks through events and programs.
- Globally recognised accreditations.
- Learn skills for real-world situations and gain insight into industry practice.
- Graduates include company directors, business leaders and an entrepreneur who designed the billion-dollar app Canva.

Studying Business and Commerce at UWA will develop your analytical, communication and problem-solving skills, and provide the knowledge and real-world experiences to prepare you for a career in corporate, government or not-for-profit sectors.
Master of Applied Finance

UWA COURSE CODE: 42560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Consultant, insurance broker, superannuation fund manager

Covering a wide range of applied finance topics, this master’s course leads to careers in corporate banking and finance, stock-market trading, insurance, investment management and other areas of applied finance. This is a practical course designed for graduates already working in the finance sector, as well as those with a non-finance background who wish to move into the finance area.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
Recognised by the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute as part of the CFA Institute University Affiliation Program. This indicates our graduates are well-prepared to pursue the CFA designation.

Are you looking for a career in corporate banking and finance, stock-market trading, insurance, investment management and other areas of applied finance? The Graduate Certificate in Finance is designed to provide you with a practical grounding in financial affairs.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, or
   (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   (b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
   (2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/finance

Graduate Certificate in Business

UWA COURSE CODE: 41210
INTAKE: Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Accountant, financial manager, general manager

This course will equip you with knowledge in the principal areas of business. The full-time, part-time or online course consists of four units, covering topics in accounting, economic management, marketing and organisational behaviour. It can also serve as an entry pathway to the Master of Business Administration (MBA) Flexible.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, or
   (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   (b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
   (2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.
   uwa.edu.au/study/m/applied-finance

Graduate Certificate in Finance

UWA COURSE CODE: 41250
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Consultant, financial risk-management adviser, investment banker

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business

Master of Business Administration (Flexible)

UWA COURSE CODE: 42520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
COURSE DURATION: 16 months full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
CEO, managing director, regional manager

Learn how to lead in any situation, whether it be building a commercial enterprise or not-for-profit organisation from the ground up, or running a large, multinational company. The Master of Business Administration (MBA) Flexible has a strong focus on current business trends and is highly desirable for professionals looking to move into higher levels of management.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
   (i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent, or
   (ii) a valid Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) score of at least 550*, or
   (iii) at least two additional years of relevant documented professional experience considered by UWA to be sufficient to permit satisfactory completion of the course;
   (b) (i) a UWA graduate certificate which articulates with this course, and
   (ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 550*, or
   (c) (i) a Graduate Certificate in Business, or an equivalent qualification from a post-experience and accredited course, as recognised by UWA, and
   (ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 70 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/mba-flexible

* GMAT scores are valid for five years
Master of Business Administration (Intensive)

UWA COURSE CODE: 43520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Trimester 1)
COURSE DURATION: 1-1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Business development manager, consultant, strategist

Our MBA Intensive gives you outstanding preparation for getting the job you want. The course includes a personalised Authentic Leadership Program developed for you by a world-class leadership faculty, one-on-one mentoring from a senior industry figure, careers coaching and workshops, and a strategic analysis and consulting project.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, and

2. (a) a valid Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)* score, and at least three years of relevant, documented professional experience, or
(b) valid GMAT* score of at least 650, and at least two years of relevant, documented professional experience.

* GMAT scores are valid for five years

uwa.edu.au/study/mba-intensive

Business Analytics

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Data analyst, quantitative analyst, business intelligence analyst

Enhance your analytical skills in one of the fastest growing fields around the globe. Business analytics is the future: be a part of it through a graduate certificate or master’s qualification.

The one-year part-time graduate certificate will enable you to draw insights from data to make better business decisions. Undertaking the master’s course will equip you with deeper analytical skills needed to extract meaningful from complex data sets, the ability to converse with other technical experts (such as computer scientists), and the capacity to make meaning of the output.

Business Information and Logistics Management

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Business or data analyst, online marketing specialist, IT support or information manager

Build your skills in project management, and focus on improving quality, workflow management, processes and systems. Business Information and Logistics Management blends studies in information systems, management science and decision-support systems, enabling you to examine a variety of critical issues in business. The Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management may be taken as a standalone course or as a pathway into the Master of Business Information and Logistics Management or Master of Commerce.

Graduate Certificate

UWA COURSE CODE: 42270
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification incorporating at least one unit of statistics, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   (b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   (c) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
2. completed a Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-analytics

Master’s

UWA COURSE CODE: 42630
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   (b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   (c) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
2. completed a Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-information-logistics-management

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 41670
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   (b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
2. completed a Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management or a Graduate Certificate in Commerce at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/business-information-logistics-management

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 41270
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-information-logistics-management

Business Psychology

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Organisational development manager, human resources manager, change leader

For many of us, our work is where we spend most of the day. Improving people’s psychological health at work not only reduces stress, absenteeism and conflict but also improves overall productivity. You’ll learn how to translate insights from applied psychological science into everyday practice to create better workplaces. You’ll be taught by a team of experts in various aspects of workplace psychology, who have many years of experience in industry and research, and a passion for sharing their knowledge.

MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 73550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) any three-year bachelor’s degree, or equivalent, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/business-psychology

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 73290
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) the equivalent of a three-year bachelor’s degree, or equivalent, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/m/business-psychology

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 41280
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 0.5 years full time
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Finance, or a Graduate Certificate in Human Resources and Employment Relations, or a Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management, or a Graduate Certificate in Commerce, or a Graduate Certificate in Marketing, or a Graduate Certificate in Economics at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE (ONLINE)

UWA COURSE CODE: 42260
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time only
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/commerce

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Accounting, Business Information and Logistics Management, Economics, Employment Relations, Finance, Human Resource Management, Management, Marketing

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation, or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Finance, or a Graduate Certificate in Human Resources and Employment Relations, or a Graduate Certificate in Business Information and Logistics Management, or a Graduate Certificate in Commerce, or a Graduate Certificate in Marketing, or a Graduate Certificate in Economics at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Auditor, accountant, and manager in areas such as finance, human resources, management, and marketing

Postgraduate study in Commerce is ideal if you’re seeking further business expertise and to boost employment opportunities. Our world-class academics and leading industry partners will ensure you are exposed to the latest theory and practice. In the master’s, you can combine two specialisations, complete more extensive study in one specialisation, or combine one specialisation with electives from the other specialisations. The Graduate Diploma in Commerce (Chartered Accounting) offers advanced accounting knowledge for students wishing to achieve professional Chartered Accountants status. The graduate certificates comprise four units in accounting, economics, management, and marketing, and can also serve as an entry point into the Master of Commerce.

SPECIALISATIONS:
Accounting, Business Information and Logistics Management, Economics, Employment Relations, Finance, Human Resource Management, Management, Marketing

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
The University of Western Australia | uwa.edu.au/study

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
(Chartered Accounting)

UWA COURSE CODE: 42000
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in an Accounting major.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/commerce-chartered-accounting

Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies

UWA COURSE CODE: 12590
COURSE TYPE: Coursework, Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Language services manager, intercultural business consultant, business translator

This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia, and teaches complementary skills in business and translation studies. You’ll complete translation training between English and one of eight Asian and European languages, alongside a commerce specialisation, the skills you develop making you a bilingual professional employable in a broad range of national and international settings.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
You will be eligible to sit the National Accreditation Authority of Translators and Interpreters (NAATI) test for Certified Translator or Advanced Professional Translator.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA weighted average mark of at least 65 per cent in the Level 3 units of a relevant major, and
(c) the equivalent of a UWA weighted average mark of at least 65 per cent in the Level 3 units of a cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA; and
(d) (i) demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen language specialisation, or
(ii) for French, Italian, German, and Spanish, B2/CE1 levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, for Chinese, HSK 4 to 5, for Japanese, Level N2/N3 at the JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency Test), for Indonesian, Level 3 at the UKBI (Ujian Kemahiran Bahasa Indonesia) or Level 4 at the ISLPR (International Second Language Proficiency Ratings); and for Korean, Level 4 at the TOPIK (Test of Proficiency in Korean).

uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

Economics

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Consultant, economics researcher or analyst, economist, stock broker

Enhance your understanding of the way the world works, from the stock market to national economies and the world economy. Undertake a graduate certificate to be at the forefront of economic research and decision-making in the government or private sectors, or continue to a Master of Economics for a higher level of advanced econometrics, international trade and public policy expertise.

MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 42620
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKES: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Business analyst, equal opportunities officer, human resources officer, time study analyst, economist, statistician, secondary school teacher, marketing research analyst, financial analyst, management researcher, statistician, energy analyst, data analyst, product development specialist, transport planner, planning analyst, market research analyst, insights analyst, business planning analyst, research analyst, data analyst, market research analyst

The Graduate Certificate in Entrepreneurship and Innovation will teach you how to deal with uncertainty, manage innovation and improve the business through the application of best-practice methods of small-business management and new-product development.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/entrepreneurship-innovation
Graduate Certificate in Health Leadership and Management

UWA COURSE CODE: 42200
INTAKE: Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
COURSE DURATION: 1.5 years part time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Health researcher, program or project manager, medical administrator

The Graduate Certificate in Health Leadership and Management flexible program gives you the opportunity to analyse the complex challenges of the evolving healthcare sector. Future healthcare leaders will be equipped with the knowledge and skills required for them to succeed.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA weighted average mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
or
(2) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-leadership-management

Human Resources and Employment Relations

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
HR consultant, HR director, recruitment manager, HR officer, employment relations manager

Human Resources and Employment Relations may be taken as a graduate certificate or master's course. The graduate certificate introduces you to key concepts and theories of employment relations and human resource management, as well as contemporary practice in both areas.

The master's course gives you a thorough theoretical and practical grounding in the management of people and employment in Australia and overseas, focusing on refining critical problem-solving tools to develop innovative and realistic solutions.

Masters

UWA COURSE CODE: 41660
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Human Resources and Employment Relations is accredited by the Australian Human Resources Institute.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(c) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Human Resources and Employment Relations or Graduate Certificate in Commerce at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/human-resources-employment-relations

Graduate Certificate

UWA COURSE CODE: 41260
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time
FEE TYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(c) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/human-resources-and-employment-relations

Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology

UWA COURSE CODE: 53580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1
COURSE DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Workplace relations adviser, performance manager, human resources manager

Industrial and Organisational Psychology is a specialist area that applies psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces in order to monitor, assess and improve organisational effectiveness and employee wellbeing and satisfaction. The specialty focuses on deriving principles of individual, group and organisational behaviour and applying this knowledge to the workplace.

ACCREDITATION
The Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology has been awarded accreditation by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates are eligible to register with the Psychology Board of Australia and practise as a psychologist with an area of practice endorsement in Industrial and Organisational Psychology.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must:
(1) have an accredited bachelor's honours degree in Psychology with at least an upper second class honours (2A), or an equivalent qualification as recognised by UWA; or
(2) be eligible for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, which includes meeting the Board's English language registration standard.

Where relevant, admission will be awarded to the highest ranked applicants or applicants selected based on— a satisfactory personal statement, as recognised by UWA, and two satisfactory referees, as recognised by UWA; and a curriculum vitae summarising relevant occupational and practical experience, as recognised by UWA; and an interview in which eligible applicants will be assessed based on the personal qualities considered desirable in psychology, and the intake quota for that year.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/industrial-and-organisational-psychology
Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology

UWA COURSE CODE: 01880/54580
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 4 years full time
FEE TYPE: CSP (master's degree) and RTP (PhD)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Organisational psychologist, analyst, workplace relations adviser

Industrial and Organisational Psychology is a specialist area that applies psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces with the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality of work life. The combined Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology is a four-year course that combines doctoral research with the coursework component of the Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology.

ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology is accredited by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates are eligible to pursue endorsement in the specialised area of Organisational Psychology through the Psychology Board of Australia’s Registrar Program.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) an accredited bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) eligibility for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia; and
(c) secured a PhD supervisor from the School of Psychological Science at the time of submitting their application.

Graduate Certificate in Leadership

UWA COURSE CODE: 41220
INTAKE: Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Business founder/owner, consultant, senior manager

You’ll gain advanced knowledge in the field of leadership, as well as skills in motivating and inspiring others to resolve complex problems. This course can serve as an entry point into the Master of Business Administration (MBA) Flexible (subject to achieving a Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent).

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation;
or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

Marketing

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Public relations officer, advertising manager, product developer

Marketing focuses on making and keeping customers by finding, communicating and sustaining the competitive advantage that makes a company truly successful. Topics covered in Marketing include advertising, market analysis, competitive strategy and consumer value creation. The Graduate Certificate in Marketing will equip you with core knowledge in the field and can serve as a standalone qualification, or as an entry pathway into the Master of Marketing.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(b) at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation;
or
(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

Graduate Certificate in Minerals and Energy Management

UWA COURSE CODE: 43200
INTAKE: Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
COURSE DURATION: 1 year part time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Business development manager, commodities analyst, strategy manager
In this course, you'll develop managerial and strategic skills to launch you into a senior decision-making role in the mineral-resources sector. You'll deepen your knowledge of decision-making practice and process in the resources sector and also gain insight into its inner workings at management level.

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/courses/gc/minerals-energy-management

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Sales account manager, product developer, public relations officer

The Master of Professional Accounting provides training in the technical aspects of the preparation of accounting data, develops your skills in the application of accounting information to solve problems and make decisions, and develops important professional skills such as communication and critical thinking. You'll be able to complete the professional study requirements of the Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) qualification as part of this degree.

**PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION**

This course satisfies the accreditation requirements of the following professional accounting associations: CPA Australia, Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) and the Institute of Public Accountants (IPA). Graduates are eligible to enter the membership programs of these organisations.

---

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

**UWA COURSE CODE: 2727**
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Public Policy at UWA.

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.

**UWA COURSE CODE: 42580**
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION:** 15-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

---

**PUBLIC POLICY**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.

---

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

**UWA COURSE CODE: 42280**
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

---

**PUBLIC POLICY**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.

---

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

**UWA COURSE CODE: 40260**
**INTAKE:** Trimester 1, Trimester 2, Trimester 3
**COURSE DURATION:** 1 year part time
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Social impact assessor, social impact measurement consultant, philanthropy professional

This course will help you achieve social impact and create meaningful social value. The Graduate Certificate in Social Impact provides an introduction to evaluation and social impact assessment across various areas including corporate social responsibility, social innovation and social enterprise, social finance and philanthropy, social design and co-design, systems approaches to social change and social leadership.

---

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

**UWA COURSE CODE: 2727**
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

---

**PUBLIC POLICY**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.

---

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

**UWA COURSE CODE: 42580**
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION:** 15-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   - (a) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
   - (b) at least two years' professional experience in a relevant occupation;
   or

(2) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

---

**PUBLIC POLICY**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.
Strategic Communication

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Communications specialist, media consultant, media adviser

Develop expertise and gain highly sought-after skills in designing and managing communication strategies, projects and campaigns across a range of media platforms and professional contexts. This course advances your capacity to succeed in a range of media and communication roles and provide effective strategy and leadership for industry, government and community.

MASTER’S
UWA COURSE CODE: 12540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 13 months (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
UWA COURSE CODE: 12340
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/strategic-communication

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
UWA COURSE CODE: 12240
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication
"I graduated with a master's from UWA in 2013, somewhat unsure what industry I wanted to work in. Like most, it has taken me a number of years since graduating to get a clearer sense of this. I knew I wanted to work with innovative, progressive individuals who challenged the status quo and I got this in abundance working among startup companies. Working in this field led me to San Francisco where I now work at a venture capital firm that invests in early stage ($2-8m) startups. My time at UWA gave me the educational foundation I now rely on as I make a name for myself in venture capital."

MIKEY,
MASTER OF COMMERCE (ADVANCED), 2013
With more than 90 years of excellence in legal education, research and service, our Law School will provide you with the knowledge, expertise and skills needed for an array of careers within or outside the legal sector, both nationally and internationally.

The UWA Law School comprises more than 50 scholars and practitioners who share their professional insights with you in the classroom through real case studies and current, relevant advice. Our world-class researchers inspire ethical and innovative approaches to global challenges of the 21st century, with our research rated above world standard (ERA 2018).

You’ll be supported by a close-knit community and dedicated student club where you can participate in moots, attend clerkship presentations and more. You could also undertake a three-week program overseas, spend a whole semester on exchange or gain an additional degree from an international university.

By studying at UWA, you’ll join a Law School that supports its students’ personal growth and wellbeing, as well as their professional development as budding legal experts.

Top five reasons to study Law at UWA

- The UWA Juris Doctor is WA’s only postgraduate qualifying law degree.
- Our award-winning educators are also legal practitioners in Perth’s top-tier law firms.
- You’ll benefit from a number of international partnerships that give you the chance to study overseas at host institutions.
- Join the Blackstone Society, a student representative body founded in 1928.
- Graduates include High Court judges, Queen’s Counsel and Senior Counsel barristers, solicitors, academic lawyers, Rhodes and Fulbright Scholars, and a former prime minister.
Master of Business Administration and Master of Laws

UWA COURSE CODE: 43530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Legal consultant, private law firm director, lawyer

This course combines two master’s degrees in business and law to give legal professionals executive business skills. By completing the Master of Business Administration in the first year and the Master of Laws in the second, you’ll further your professional knowledge in law while gaining leadership and management skills to meet the challenges of a dynamic workplace.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) at least three years of relevant documented professional experience, and
(i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent;
or
(ii) a valid Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) score of at least 550*;
or
(iii) at least two additional years of relevant documented professional experience;

or
(c) a UWA graduate certificate which articulates into the Master of Business Administration, and the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent;

or
(d) a Graduate Certificate in Business, or an equivalent qualification from a post-experience and accredited course, as recognised by UWA, and the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 70 per cent.

* GMAT scores are valid for five years.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/mba-and-master-of-laws

Master of Commercial and Resources Law

UWA COURSE CODE: 20560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Contract, program and project administrator, environmental consultant, lawyer

This course prepares both legal and non-legal professionals with the knowledge and skills needed for a future in the rapidly expanding resources sector. You’ll learn about a wide range of legal considerations across the mining, energy and resources sector while benefiting from a comprehensive and multifaceted understanding of the industry.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; or
(2) (a) a bachelor’s degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; or
(3) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/commercial-resources-law

International Law

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Chief executive, foreign affairs and trade officer, lawyer

Advance your knowledge in international law and open up career opportunities in government, non-government and private institutions where international law is relevant. You’ll be taught by a team of international law experts, and will develop an understanding of the theory and practice of international law and how international institutions work. The course is available to law and non-law graduates.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

UWA COURSE CODE: 21320
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 0.5 years full time
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; or
(2) (a) a bachelor’s degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; or
(3) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-law
Master of International Law and Master of International Relations

UWA COURSE CODE: 21540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Research
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2-2.5 year full time
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Intelligence analyst, journalist, parliamentarian

Give your international career a boost by completing two master's degrees: one in international law and another in international relations. Study topics including political economy, security and conflict, as well as international criminal and human rights law. Elective units include studies in environmental, oil and gas and World Trade Organization law, as well as in religion, NGOs, Africa, China and US foreign policy.

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL LAW REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,
or
(2) (a) a bachelor's degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(3) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to international relations;
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma in International Relations at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

Laws/Law

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lawyer, policy analyst, government officer

This course is designed to equip practicing lawyers and law graduates with an advanced understanding of the law to meet the challenges of the dynamic workplace. You’ll learn from world-class teaching staff and study with the next generation of leaders in legal practice, government, business and the not-for-profit sector.

MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 20500
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/laws

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

UWA COURSE CODE: 20320
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
or
(2) (a) (i) a bachelor's degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(3) (a) (i) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(iii) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/law

Master of Legal Practice

UWA COURSE CODE: 21560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1), Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time, with a 1-year option depending on prior learning
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lawyer, legal adviser

By studying a Master of Legal Practice, you’ll be eligible to practice law in WA. You’ll learn from world-class professors and study with the next generation of leaders in legal practice, government, business and the not-for-profit sector. Graduates of this program can apply for admission to legal practice in Western Australia. Requirements for study may be set by the Legal Practice Board.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Legal Practice provides graduates with the accreditation required to apply for admission as a lawyer with the Legal Practice Board of WA.

MASTER'S

UWA COURSE CODE: 20820
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1), Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time, with a 1-year option depending on prior learning
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) an assessment of this qualification by the Legal Practice Board of Western Australia that outlines which units are required to practice.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/legal-practice

Juris Doctor

UWA COURSE CODE: 20820
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1)
DURATION: 3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lawyer, diplomat, policy adviser

A successful career in a demanding profession requires comprehensive
training. The Juris Doctor gives you the knowledge and skills necessary to become the lawyer you want to be and a lawyer the world needs. You’ll enter the competitive graduate market with an edge, with a prestigious qualification offered by institutions such as Harvard, Yale and Columbia universities.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Juris Doctor is accredited by the Legal Practice Board of Western Australia.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA grade point average (GPA) of at least 5.0*;

(2) To be considered for admission to this course an Indigenous applicant must have–
(a) met the general admission requirements under 1; or
(b) (i) a bachelor’s degree via the UWA Indigenous Direct Pathway, and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA grade point average (GPA) of at least 5.0*;

(3) To be considered for admission to this course via the Equity and Diversity Pathway an applicant must have–
(a) (i) held a protection, refugee or humanitarian visa within seven years prior to applying for admission to this course, or
(ii) experienced significant personal, medical, social, educational, cultural or financial disadvantage or hardship, including any disadvantage or hardship resulting from an applicant’s sexual orientation or gender identity that has had an effect on their prior academic studies, and
(b) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(c) the equivalent of a UWA grade point average (GPA) of at least 5.0;

(4) To be considered for admission to this course via the alternative experience pathway an applicant must–
(a) (i) have a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(ii) demonstrate competency for legal studies derived from a minimum of five years’ unpaid or paid work, study or other experience, since completion of the undergraduate degree in (i); and

(iii) have completed the equivalent of one year full time in a UWA undergraduate course with a minimum GPA of 5.5 undertaken within the past two years, or
(b) (i) have a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(ii) have the equivalent of a UWA grade point average (GPA) of at least 5.0; and
(iii) demonstrate competency for legal studies derived from a minimum of five years’ unpaid or paid work, study or other experience since completion of the undergraduate degree in (i), and
(iv) supply a personal statement; and
(v) undertake an interview.

(5) To be considered for transfer to this course an applicant must have–
(a) at a minimum, completed the equivalent of a full semester of the UWA Juris Doctor course at an Australian university, and
(b) achieved the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 in that Juris Doctor course.

* All completed tertiary studies will be used when calculating the GPA. The GPA may be calculated by disregarding the lowest four results in the applicant’s undergraduate studies, provided that the final calculation is based on a minimum of 16 units.

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(a) (i) completed the equivalent of a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) a Juris Doctor or Master of Laws, including a 12-point research project, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(iii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 70 per cent;

(b) (i) a bachelor’s degree in law, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) evidence of adequate research preparation as recognised by UWA; and
(iii) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/d/juris-doctor

Doctor of Juridical Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 20810
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: RTP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lawyer

The Doctor of Juridical Science is a special opportunity to gain distinguished professional recognition for high-quality research. With both a coursework and thesis component, this professional doctorate recognises a distinguished original contribution to professional knowledge. It is a platform for achieving publication of research outputs and can re-launch your professional career or fulfil a personal yearning for scholarly satisfaction.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(a) the Bachelor of Laws with first or upper second class honours, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;

(b) (i) a Juris Doctor or Master of Laws, including a 12-point research project, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 70 per cent;

(c) (i) a bachelor’s degree in law, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) evidence of adequate research preparation as recognised by UWA; and
(iii) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/d/juridical-science

Master of Mining and Energy Law

UWA COURSE CODE: 20550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Non-standard (throughout the year)
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Management consultant, policy analyst, policy and planning manager

This course is designed to give legal and non-legal professionals the expertise to pursue careers in the mining and energy industries. Subject areas include exploration and production of minerals and petroleum in Australia, native title, concepts of sustainability and social license to operate, as well as other broad policy objectives.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

(a) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;

(b) (i) a bachelor’s degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;

(c) (i) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
Taxation Law

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Tax accountant, financial investment adviser, academic

Taxation law impacts the outcomes of all business and work activities. Distinguish yourself with specialist knowledge in this globally critical field. This advanced program is designed to give tax professionals the expertise necessary to specialise in the complex and varied field of taxation law. You'll develop an advanced understanding of the technicalities of tax law in a range of specialist areas.

UWA COURSE CODE: 21550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; or

(2) (a) a bachelor’s degree in a cognate area, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and

(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; or

(3) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and

(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and

(c) at least two years of relevant professional experience.
"The Master of Taxation Law course at UWA is very well regarded in the industry. It is practical, comprehensive, and taught by subject matter experts. The course has contributed to me becoming a well-rounded commercial and tax lawyer."

ANDREW,
LAWYER, HALL & WILCOX
MASTER OF TAXATION LAW GRADUATE
From mobile data and cloud computing to artificial intelligence and advanced software development, a degree in this field enables you to tackle technological challenges and devise innovative solutions to transform the way we live.

Our postgraduate courses prepare you for a wide range of careers in information technology (IT), data science, artificial intelligence, technological advances and more.

Top five reasons to study Data and Computer Science at UWA
- Courses developed in consultation with industry.
- Gain critical thinking and technical skills to analyse large amounts of data.
- Globally renowned experts engaged in world-leading research.
- Our graduates are in high demand, with many going on to roles at Google and Facebook.
- Data and computer science touch almost every part of our lives.

"Outside of the classroom I really enjoyed my time as a volunteer at Robogals and as a postgrad student representative at the PMC education committee"

PRATHYUSHA, MASTER OF DATA SCIENCE
Master of Data Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 62530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Intelligence analyst, management consultant, statistician, market research analyst

In this course you’ll gain the in-demand knowledge and practical skills to understand and apply appropriate analytical methodologies to transform the way an organisation achieves its goals and objectives, to deal effectively with large data management tasks, to master the statistical and machine learning foundations on which data analytics is built, and to evaluate and communicate the effectiveness of new technologies.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent;
and
(c) completed Mathematics Applications ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science

Master of Information Technology

UWA COURSE CODE: 62510
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IT consultant, internet/web developer, systems analyst, technology and network manager, communications, software developer

This course focuses on the application of technologies, including cloud and high-performance computing, agile web development and software project design and management.

You’ll develop programs in contemporary scripting and programming languages and learn to harness existing technologies to manage and analyse large data sets.

It will also cover network and web-based systems and their security, and human-computer interaction.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Information Technology is accredited by the Australian Computer Society (ACS) (provisional). The Master of Information Technology remains provisionally accredited until the required number of students graduate from the course.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA weighted average mark of at least 65 per cent;
and
(c) completed Mathematics Applications ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/information-technology
Top five reasons to study Education at UWA

• Experienced experts and highly rated researchers.
• Study within a close-knit cohort.
• Gain a competitive edge in your career with a master’s degree.
• Complete your teaching degree in as little as 18 months.
• Explore your areas of interest and tailor your course.

Our courses prepare you for a wide range of careers in teaching, educational leadership, policy, research and more. Graduates have gone on to work in schools across the public, private and Catholic education sectors, as well as in organisations spanning early childhood to tertiary education, and in other fields such as government, both in Australia and overseas.

The Graduate School of Education is home to highly rated researchers who are creating knowledge that informs education policy and practice.

Education

At the forefront of teacher education for more than 100 years, the UWA Graduate School of Education offers Master of Teaching courses that qualify you for a highly rewarding career as a teacher.

We also offer further study options for experienced educators, policy-makers and leaders seeking to deepen their knowledge, contribute to the profession and advance their career.

“The highly relevant units and support from teaching staff were what made this course enjoyable. The teaching staff were always there to help and made tutorials and workshops relatable to our practicums.”

INDIANNA
MASTER OF TEACHING (SECONDARY) GRADUATE
### Master of Teaching – Primary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UWA COURSE CODE: 31520</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURSE TYPE: Coursework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURATION: 1.5*–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE TYPE: CSP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Early childhood teacher, primary school teacher

This course will qualify you as a primary school teacher with a comprehensive understanding of childhood development and learning. You’ll be introduced to the breadth of learning required of children including science, humanities and social sciences, arts, health and physical education, and will have opportunities to practise your teaching skills in authentic settings throughout the course.

**PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION**

The Master of Teaching is accredited by the Australian Children's Education and Care Quality Authority (ACECQA) and Teacher Registration Board of Western Australia (TRBWA). Graduates are eligible to register with TRBWA and this entitles them to be legally employed as a teacher in a Western Australian school. Teachers who are registered with the TRBWA can apply for registration in other Australian states.

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

1. **(a)** a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
2. **(b)** the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent, and
3. **(c)** at least one year of the bachelor’s degree relevant to one or more learning areas in the Early Childhood or Primary school curriculum for applicants who wish to major in Early Childhood or Primary Teaching respectively.

Before admission, international students must obtain a criminal record check from their country of origin or recent residence.

Applicants presenting with the IELTS Academic, to satisfy the English Language Competency requirement, must have an overall score of at least 7.5, a minimum score of 7.0 in the Reading and Writing bands, and a minimum score of 8.0 in the Listening and Speaking bands.

* Subject to meeting TRBWA requirements

### Master of Teaching – Secondary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UWA COURSE CODE: 32550</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURSE TYPE: Coursework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURATION: 1.5*–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE TYPE: CSP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Secondary school teacher

A teacher preparation program for university graduates who seek to begin a rewarding career in education. This course ensures you have an in-depth knowledge of the theory and the practical skills required for secondary teaching. Your subject area expertise, coupled with this sought-after teaching qualification, will see you thrive in the global knowledge society.

**PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION**

The Master of Teaching is accredited by the Teacher Registration Board of Western Australia (TRBWA). Graduates are eligible to register with TRBWA and this entitles them to be legally employed as a teacher in a Western Australian school.

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

1. **(a)** a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
2. **(b)** a degree with six units in a discipline that is relevant for the school curriculum major, with at least two of those units studied at second-year university level and two at third-year university level; and
3. **(c)** the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

Before admission, international students must obtain a criminal record check from their country of origin or recent residence.

Applicants presenting with the IELTS Academic, to satisfy the English Language Competency requirement, must have an overall score of at least 7.5, a minimum score of 7.0 in the Reading and Writing bands, and a minimum score of 8.0 in the Listening and Speaking bands.

* Subject to meeting TRBWA requirements

### Master of Teaching (F-12)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UWA COURSE CODE: 32540</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURSE TYPE: Coursework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURATION: 1.5*–2 years full time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE TYPE: CSP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Primary school teacher, secondary school teacher

This teacher education program will ensure you have developed appropriate knowledge, expertise and professional skills required for teaching in primary and secondary school environments. Subject area expertise coupled with this unique teaching qualification will enable you to gain employment in a range of sectors and school types. This course is offered in blended mode combining online with some face-to-face learning.

**PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION**

The Master of Teaching will be accredited by the Teacher Registration Board of Western Australia (TRBWA). Graduates are eligible to register with TRBWA and this entitles them to be legally employed as a teacher in a Western Australian school. The TRBWA accreditation process is based on a nationally agreed approach to accreditation.

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–

1. **(a)** a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
2. **(b)** at least one major study or two minor studies relevant to secondary teaching curriculum areas offered by the University and reflecting the national program standard for teaching. A major is defined as at least six semester units of study in a discipline with at least two of those units studied at second-year university level and two at third-year university level. A minor study is at least four semester units in a discipline with at least two units at second-year university level; and
3. **(c)** the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

Before admission, international students must obtain a criminal record check from their country of origin or recent residence.

Applicants presenting with the IELTS Academic, to satisfy the English Language Competency requirement, must have an overall score of at least 7.5, a minimum score of 7.0 in the Reading and Writing bands, and a minimum score of 8.0 in the Listening and Speaking bands.

* Subject to meeting TRBWA requirements
Graduate Diploma in Mental Health and Wellbeing in Education

UWA COURSE CODE: 30380
INTAKE: Non-standard (pre-Semester 1)
DURATION: 1 year part time
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Teacher*, school psychologist*, school leader*

For a significant and growing number of children and adolescents, mental health problems result in adverse immediate and longer-term effects on emotion regulation and academic learning. In this course you’ll gain an understanding of how school-based approaches can promote positive mental health and emotional wellbeing in response to these issues.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
   (b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
   (c) at least two years of professional experience in a relevant occupation.

* With relevant prior qualifications

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/mental-health-education

Graduate Certificate in Early Childhood Education and Care

UWA COURSE CODE: 32330
INTAKE: Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year part time
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
Early childhood specialist, teacher or manager

The course builds on your existing experience as a primary teacher to cultivate skills that contribute to quality environments for children’s learning and development with a strong emphasis on the role of play in learning. Once complete, you’ll be officially qualified to teach in early childhood education and care settings.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
This course is accredited by the Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority (ACECQA).

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree in Primary Education, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
   (b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/early-child-edu-care

Graduate Certificate in Tertiary Teaching

UWA COURSE CODE: 30250
INTAKE: Throughout the year
DURATION: Year part time
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
University lecturer, tutor

Responding to national and international trends in quality teaching, this course has been designed to assist tertiary educators working in higher education to develop their teaching and mentoring skills. Units are taught by internationally recognised educators and are designed to equip you with the necessary skills to maximise your students’ learning.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) (i) a bachelor’s degree of this University in a relevant field with first or upper second class honours, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty, or
   (ii) a master’s degree of this University in a relevant field with an average of at least 70 per cent, and adequate research preparation as prescribed in University Policy, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty; and
   (b) the equivalent of at least two years’ full-time professional educational experience.

* With relevant prior qualifications

DOCTOR

COURSE TYPE: Thesis and coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: RTP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have:

1. (a) (i) a bachelor’s degree of this University in a relevant field with first or upper second class honours, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty, or
   (ii) a master’s degree of this University in a relevant field with an average of at least 70 per cent, and adequate research preparation as prescribed in University Policy, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty; and
   (b) the equivalent of at least two years’ full-time professional educational experience

uwa.edu.au/study/d/education

Education

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
School principal, director of curriculum, education adviser, teacher*, school leader*

The Doctor of Education is designed for research-oriented individuals working in educational roles who wish to contribute to policy and practice in the professional context. You’ll develop substantial content knowledge in cognate areas related to the kinds of career positions and pathways you might wish to pursue, along with substantial knowledge of research principles and methods.

The Master of Education (by Coursework and Dissertation) is designed for professionals in education who wish to expand their expertise and career possibilities. It will introduce you to theory as well as national and international educational practices. You’ll have the opportunity to connect these considerations with your own experiences.

The Master of Education (by Thesis and Coursework) is suited to leaders and professionals in education, health, justice, government administration and management who want to undertake postgraduate study. You’ll be introduced to theory as well as national and international educational practices, and get comprehensive preparation in conceptualising, conducting and reporting research in education.

uwa.edu.au/study/d/education
MASTER'S BY COURSEWORK AND DISSERTATION

UWA COURSE CODE: 30580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) at least two years of professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
(2) completed a Graduate Diploma in Mental Health and Wellbeing in Education, or Graduate Diploma in Professional Education at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/education

MASTER’S BY THESIS AND COURSEWORK

UWA COURSE CODE: 31700
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: RTP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(1) the requirements set out in (a), (b) or (c) which follow or the equivalent as recognised by the Faculty, or the requirements set out in (d) or (e):
(a) (i) a bachelor’s degree of this University; and
(ii) completed a postgraduate course in education requiring at least one year of full-time study; and
(iii) either two years’ full-time relevant professional experience or adequate research preparation demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Faculty;
or
(b) (i) the Bachelor of Education of this University; and
(ii) either two years’ full-time relevant professional experience or adequate research preparation demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Faculty;
or
(c) (i) a degree requiring at least four years of full-time study; and
(ii) two years’ full-time professional experience in the field of education; and
(iii) adequate research preparation demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Faculty;
or
(d) a graduate diploma of this University that articulates with the Master of Education with an average of at least 65 per cent in three coursework units including a mark of at least 65 per cent in EDUC5631 Approaches to Research;
or
(e) (i) completed at least three units towards a graduate diploma that articulates with the Master of Education, and
(ii) completed units relevant to the requirements of the master’s course; and
(iii) achieved an average mark of at least 65 per cent in three coursework diploma units including a mark of at least 65 per cent in EDUC5631 Approaches to Research.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/education-thesis-coursework
Embarking on an engineering pathway at UWA allows you to develop logical thinking and crucial analytical skills, preparing you for a career in a number of highly paid fields. To ensure you’re ready for a rapidly changing workforce, our School of Engineering has developed leading courses in close consultation with industry.

You’ll gain an in-depth understanding of the social needs that drive innovation, and prepare to meet upcoming global needs, from creating some of the world’s biggest buildings to designing minuscule electronic devices that make a large impact.

If you choose the Master of Professional Engineering you can choose from these specialisations:

- Biomedical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Electrical and Electronic Engineering
- Environmental Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Mining Engineering
- Software Engineering

Our other engineering courses prepare you for a wide range of careers in professional engineering, renewable and future energy, ocean leadership, biotechnology and more.

Top five reasons to study Engineering at UWA

- Collaborate with industry leaders to develop practical, hands-on skills.
- Graduate with a higher-level qualification and wider international recognition with a master’s degree.
- Gain a strong technical foundation to deliver major projects.
- Industry and graduate links provide valuable connections.
- Dedicated, engaged lecturers with professional experience and knowledge.

Engineering is a force to create profound change and improvement in society. At UWA, our goal is to produce independent graduate engineers who are empowered to change the world and seek solutions to humanity’s greatest challenges.
Master of Ocean Leadership

UWA COURSE CODE: 62540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Marine researcher, renewable energy developer, marine conservationist, government officer, professional in offshore oil and gas, not-for-profit and aquaculture industries

The Master of Ocean Leadership develops your ocean-related leadership skills and expertise across marine science, engineering, law, resource economics and environmental management. This will enable you to strategically manage human challenges in ocean systems and to implement solutions for the future of our coasts and seas.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(a) a UWA Master of Professional Engineering or a Bachelor of Engineering, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

or
- a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
  (i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent; and
  (ii) prior studies in engineering, physics or mathematics

Master of Professional Engineering

UWA COURSE CODE: 62550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2-3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Engineer, chemical engineer, civil engineer, electrical engineer, electronics engineer, environmental engineer, geotechnical engineer, mechanical engineer, mining engineer, software engineer

The Engineering pathway at UWA is designed to produce versatile graduates qualified to meet industry demand at an advanced level. We aim to push the limits of engineering research and learning, and our research directly informs strategy, policy, training and operations in the real world. You’ll benefit from close interaction with our researchers and from their industry links as you study.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Professional Engineering has been assessed by Engineers Australia, the national accrediting body, with the Electronic and Electrical, Environmental, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and Mining Engineering specialisations fully accredited. Additionally, the MPE Chemical Engineering specialisation is accredited by the Institute of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) and the Software Specialisation has been provisionally accredited by the Australian Computer Society (ACS). Our graduates are recognised internationally through the Washington Accord of the International Engineering Alliance.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(a) a UWA bachelor’s degree with a major in Engineering Science;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent; and
(c) completed Mathematics Methods ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

Master of Renewable and Future Energy

UWA COURSE CODE: 62560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Renewable energy engineer, power systems engineer, renewable resource analyst

As new technologies for the energy sector develop, UWA’s Master of Renewable and Future Energy will prepare you to lead industry changes and ensure more environmentally sustainable energy into the future. Interdisciplinary collaborations throughout your studies will give in-depth technical knowledge and skills to tackle the current challenges and opportunities that come with the uptake of renewable energy and distributed renewable energy in micro-grids.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(a) a UWA Master of Professional Engineering or a Bachelor of Engineering, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

or
- a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
  (i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent; and
  (ii) completed units in the Master of Professional Engineering Preliminary course at UWA, as prescribed by the Faculty;

Master of Professional Engineering Preliminary

UWA COURSE CODE: 60450
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5-1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Engineer, chemical engineer, civil engineer, electrical engineer, electronics engineer, environmental engineer, geotechnical engineer, mechanical engineer, mining engineer, software engineer

For students with a bachelor’s degree in a non-engineering area of study, this course enables you to move into the Master of Professional Engineering on completion. If you have completed studies in engineering, mathematics or physics to an appropriate level within your undergraduate degree, you may be eligible to have these studies recognised, reducing the length of your course.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have–
(a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent in their bachelor’s degree, or a Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent in the Level 3 units of the Engineering Science major.
Health and Biomedical Sciences

Are you passionate about advancing the health and wellbeing of communities? Studying Health and Biomedical Sciences at UWA will develop your analytical, technical and problem-solving skills, and provide you with the knowledge and practical experience for careers as diverse as clinical practice, medical research or public health.

The global demand for graduates with health and medical expertise is growing. You may choose to become a health practitioner, working directly with patients in hospital or community-based settings, but studies in this area also provide excellent preparation for careers in research, training, policy, planning and management.

We have WA’s most comprehensive range of accredited pathways to a professional career in health, including medicine, dentistry, optometry, pharmacy, podiatric medicine, psychology, social work and clinical pathology.

You can also join the in-demand health industry through a postgraduate qualification in public health, infectious diseases, nutrition, exercise and health, clinical exercise physiology or sport science.

We are tightly integrated with the Western Australian health system, public and private health providers, consumer advocacy groups and community health organisations. This close interaction ensures you will be equipped with the skills and knowledge to become a health leader of the future.

Our pioneering research continues to have an impact on the health of people worldwide, be it in preventing preterm birth, discovering the genetic basis of inherited and acquired disorders, or regenerative medicine.

Our researchers all share the desire to make a difference by translating their discoveries into clinical practice. Interdisciplinary collaboration is at the heart of our research success.

Top five reasons to study Health and Biomedical Sciences at UWA

- Real-world experience with lab-based learning, industry placements and research projects.
- Classes at UWA Health Campus on the Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre site, the largest medical centre in the Southern Hemisphere.
- Be taught by leading experts in their field, who have won national teaching awards.
- Gain skills to meet global demand for graduates with health expertise.
- We are ranked 29th in the world for Clinical Medicine and 33rd for Human Biological Sciences (ARWU 2020).
Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis

UWA COURSE CODE: 70230
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Assessment team leader, specialist autism team coordinator, clinical services coordinator

The only course of its kind in Australia, the Graduate Certificate in Autism Diagnosis will provide graduates in psychology, speech pathology or medicine with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills required to participate in multidisciplinary team assessments for autism.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree in speech pathology, occupational therapy, medicine, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,
or
(ii) an accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(iii) eligibility for registration as a provisional or full psychologist with AHPRA; and
(b) evidence of having at least three months of full-time equivalent experience working directly with children or adolescents, as recognised by UWA, and
(c) a satisfactory personal statement, as recognised by UWA, and
(d) two satisfactory referees, as recognised by UWA, and
(e) a curriculum vitae summarising relevant occupational and practical experience, as recognised by UWA.

(2) Invitation to attend an interview will be based on assessment of (1) (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), in alignment with the interview quota for the year.

(3) Eligible applicants who are interviewed will be assessed based on the personal qualities considered desirable by the selection panel.

(4) Admission will be awarded to the highest-ranked applicants under (1) and (3) who fall within the intake quota for that year.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/autism-diagnosis

Graduate Certificate in the Diagnosis and Assessment of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD)

UWA COURSE CODE: 73260
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Health diagnostic and promotion professional, medical researcher, coordinator of clinical services

This course provides graduates trained in psychology, speech pathology, social work, occupational therapy, physiotherapy, nursing and medicine (including paediatrics and psychiatry) with the specialist knowledge and clinical skills required to participate in team-based diagnosis and assessment of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD).

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s, postgraduate degree or equivalent in speech pathology, social work, occupational therapy, physiotherapy, nursing or medicine, as recognised by UWA,
or
(b) an accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(c) registration with the professional body of your specialisation, as recognised by UWA; and
(d) a satisfactory personal statement, as recognised by UWA; and
(e) two satisfactory referees, as recognised by UWA; and
(f) a curriculum vitae summarising relevant occupational and practical experience, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/alcohol-spectrum-disorders

Master of Clinical Audiology

UWA COURSE CODE: 90540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 2 years full time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Audiologist, researcher, health promotion officer

Audiology is the clinical science involving the prevention, assessment and rehabilitation of hearing loss and associated communication disorders. UWA’s Master of Clinical Audiology is one of only five university audiology programs offered in Australia. You’ll develop an understanding of the professional practice in clinical audiology and also benefit from extensive supervised clinical placements.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Clinical Audiology is accredited by Audiology Australia, and graduates are eligible for full membership after completion of an Audiology Australia internship program.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/audiological-sciences
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Audiology

UWA COURSE CODE: 00840  
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and thesis  
INTAKE: Semester 1  
DURATION: 4 years full time  
FEETYPE: FFP (Master's degree) and RTP (PhD)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Audiologist, academic, researcher

The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Audiology is the only Australian university course allowing you to develop your knowledge of clinical audiology with structured coursework units while pursuing new research with guidance from an expert supervisor.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Audiology is accredited by Audiology Australia, and graduates are eligible for full membership after completion of an Audiology Australia internship program.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor's degree of at least 2A level, or a qualification recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent, taken from the most recent degree of at least one year full-time duration.

(2) Students must obtain a current National Police Certificate, National Criminal History Check or equivalent certification from country of residence, indicating no criminal conviction. The currency of a National Police Certificate or a National Criminal History Check is 12 months.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-audiology

Master of Pharmacy

UWA COURSE CODE: $1500  
COURSE TYPE: Coursework (extended)  
INTAKE: Semester 1  
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Community or hospital-based pharmacist

This course provides advanced study in the areas of pharmacy practice, clinical pharmacy, pharmaceutics, medicinal chemistry, pharmacotherapy and health systems, and includes practical training in community and hospital pharmacy.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
This course is fully accredited by the Australian Pharmacy Council. Graduates are eligible to register to practice as a pharmacist in Australia and New Zealand after completion of an internship in a community or hospital pharmacy.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(a) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average of at least 5.0; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.0, and
(c) demonstrated adequate knowledge of each of the following: chemistry (at Year 12 or tertiary level), mathematics (Year 12 or tertiary level mathematics or statistics), microbiology (at tertiary level), and pharmacology (at tertiary level); and
(d) a current Australian National Police Certificate, or equivalent certification, indicating no criminal convictions. The currency of a National Police Certificate is 12 months.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/pharmacy

Doctor of Podiatry

UWA COURSE CODE: 90820  
INTAKE: Semester 1  
DURATION: 3 years full time  
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Podiatrist, public health policy adviser, researcher

The Doctor of Podiatric Medicine (DPM) is a three-year program for entry into professional practice as a podiatrist. The study of podiatric medicine in the DPM includes biomechanics, sports medicine, minor surgery, the diabetic and acute foot, geriatric and paediatric podiatry and podiatric surgery, as well as general practice.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The DPM is accredited by the Podiatry Board of Australia, governed by the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Authority as an entry-to-practice qualification as a general podiatrist with the Podiatry Board of Australia.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(a) a Bachelor of Podiatric Medicine from this University, or equivalent, as recognised by the Faculty; and
(b) at least one year of relevant professional experience.

uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatry

uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-audiology

uwa.edu.au/study/m/pharmacy

uwa.edu.au/study/d/podiatry
Doctor of Podiatric Surgery

UWA COURSE CODE: 90830
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Podiatric surgeon

This course provides theoretical and clinical knowledge in podiatric surgery beyond the Bachelor of Podiatric Medicine or Doctor of Podiatric Medicine. Topics include biostatistics, research methodology, advanced podiatric medicine, theoretical and practical aspects of elective foot surgery and/or management of the high-risk foot, and patient-oriented research, including ethics and communication of research, resulting in a dissertation.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
Graduates are eligible for registration with the Podiatry Board of Australia as a podiatric surgeon.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(a) a Bachelor of Podiatric Medicine, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a Faculty Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.0; and
(c) demonstrated adequate knowledge of each of the following: chemistry (at Year 12 or tertiary level) and mathematics (Year 12 or tertiary level mathematics or statistics), and
(d) a current Australian Police Certificate, or equivalent certification, indicating no criminal convictions. The currency of a National Police Certificate is 12 months.

Doctor of Optometry

The Doctor of Optometry is an exciting new postgraduate course designed to meet the growing demand for eye specialists in Australia. You’ll be trained in the early detection, diagnosis, treatment and management of eye diseases, and the rehabilitation of conditions of the visual system. Extended clinical placements with industry partners will provide you with hands-on direct patient experience.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(a) a bachelor’s degree in biomedical science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a Faculty Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.0; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in
(i) biochemistry and molecular biology and neuroscience, and the paraclinical disciplines of microbiology, pathology and pharmacology to understand and treat human disease.

Master of Biomedical Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 71520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Biochemist, epidemiologist, health diagnostic and promotion professional

This course encompasses a range of biological, medical and health-related disciplines, addressing global biomedical challenges such as obesity, cancer, neurological diseases and cardiovascular disease. It draws on the disciplines of anatomy, physiology, biochemistry and neuroscience, and the paraclinical disciplines of microbiology, pathology and pharmacology to understand and treat human disease.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in
(i) biochemistry and molecular biology for the Biochemistry and Molecular Biology specialisation;
or
(ii) biology, biomedical science, health science, or medicine for the Neuroscience specialisation;
or
(iii) biochemistry and molecular biology and/or physiology for the Food Biochemistry specialisation.

Master of Biotechnology

UWA COURSE CODE: 71580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Bioinformatician, data scientist, data analyst

Bioinformatics is the application and development of methods from computer science to solve challenges within molecular biology and medicine. With rapid data and technology advances in the fields of biology and medicine, people with the skills required to manage and interpret large biological datasets are increasingly in demand.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Biotechnologist, biomansfarming specialist, business development manager.

This is a signature program that sets UWA apart from other universities by offering a thorough grounding in state-of-the-art biotechnology and combining this with training in enterprise and commercialisation. This includes developing the theory of genetics and molecular biology in parallel with skills training in practical techniques such as genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, recombinant DNA methods, and basic and advanced bioinformatics.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) met the prerequisite for the chosen specialisation.
(2) For the Biochemistry and Molecular Biology specialisation, an applicant must have—
(a) successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in biochemistry, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in molecular biology, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.
(3) For the Environmental and Agricultural Biotechnology specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed Chemistry ATAR, or CHEM1003 Introductory Chemistry, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.
(4) For the Genetics and Genomics specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed intermediate units at a tertiary level in genetics, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.
(5) For the AQUAtech specialisation, an applicant must have successfully completed Chemistry ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/biotechnology

Master of Clinical Pathology

UWA COURSE CODE: 92510
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Medical scientist, geneticist, microbiologist

This course focuses on the six major disciplines of clinical pathology (biochemistry, haematology and transfusion science, immunology, anatomical pathology, genetics and microbiology) as well as key elements of professional practice. This is a 96-point course that contains 48 points of core units and 48 points of specialisation specific units, which can be chosen to include a research project and dissertation or coursework only.

ACCREDITATION
The Master of Clinical Pathology (MCP) is fully accredited by the Australian Institute of Medical Scientists (AIMS). AIMS is the peak professional body representing medical scientists in Australia in all disciplines of medical laboratory science. Accreditation by AIMS is a requirement for employment as a Medical Laboratory Scientist in most laboratories in Australia.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of 65 per cent in the Level 3 units of a relevant major.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/clinical-pathology

Infectious Diseases

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Infectious diseases specialist, biosecurity specialist, medical scientist, molecular biologist

These courses have been developed in response to the international need for advanced training and research in infectious diseases, to better prepare medical scientists, medical professionals, the public sector and other groups. Topics covered include Medical Microbiology, Tropical Infectious Diseases, and Public and Environmental Health Microbiology, with an emphasis on practical laboratory classes and a research project.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
AND MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 01810/52520
COURSE TYPE: Thess and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 4 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP and RTP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) met the requirements set out in Doctor of Philosophy Rule 2, except that both the Board of the Graduate Research School (the Board) and the Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences (the Faculty) will decide who is eligible.

uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/infectious-diseases

MASTER’S

UWA COURSE CODE: 52530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) (i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent in the Level 3 units; or
(ii) at least three years of relevant full-time professional experience; or
(iii) evidence of adequate research outputs, as recognised by UWA.

1 A relevant bachelor’s degree includes a Bachelor of Science in a biomedical or biological discipline, Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, Bachelor of Dental Science, and a bachelor’s degree in applied biomedical science or public health (medical technology, nursing, pharmacy, public health, and veterinary science).

uwa.edu.au/study/m/infectious-diseases

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

UWA COURSE CODE: 51330
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP
Master of Pathology

UWA COURSE CODE: 92610
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 1 year full time
FEE TYPE: RTP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Research laboratory assistant, biopharmaceutical researcher, government research adviser

This course provides an opportunity for students who have completed a Graduate Diploma in a cognate field to design, conduct, analyse and write up a year-long research project relevant to the School of Biomedical Sciences. Students develop their understanding of the process of research, as well as demonstrating competence at each stage of the research process.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree; or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) (i) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent in the Level 3 units;
or
(ii) at least three years of relevant full-time professional experience; or
(iii) evidence of adequate research outputs, as recognised by UWA.

1 A relevant bachelor’s degree includes a Bachelor of Science in a biomedical or biological discipline, Bachelor of Medical Science and Bachelor of Surgery, Bachelor of Dental Science, and a bachelor’s degree in applied biomedical science or public health (medical technology, nursing, pharmacy, public health, and veterinary science).

Doctor of Dental Medicine

UWA COURSE CODE: 90860
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 4 years full time
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Dentist

This degree provides you with the knowledge and skills to enter the dentistry profession. Studies cover fundamental dental and medical sciences, clinical practice modules including patient care, preventative and conservative dentistry, restorative dentistry, and child and adolescent dental health. There is an early clinical contact from first year. You actively engage in a research project in the third year. Final year involves independent but supervised practice at The Oral Health Centre of Western Australia, with additional rural and metropolitan clinical placements.

ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Dental Medicine is accredited by the Australian Dental Council, allowing graduates to practise in the profession at once.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(2) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.5; and
(3) (a) a Graduate Medical School Admissions Test (GAMSAT) score of at least 50, and no section score less than 50 for domestic applicants; or
(b) a Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) score of 123/123/123/123 for international applicants; or
(c) a Dental Aptitude Test (DAT); or
(d) a place in a Direct Pathway into this course.

Doctor of Clinical Dentistry

UWA COURSE CODE: 90840
INTAKE: Non-standard
DURATION: 3 years full-time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Specialist dentist in one of: endodontics, oral medicine, orthodontics, paediatrics, periodontics, prosthodontics, dento-maxillofacial radiology

The Doctor of Clinical Dentistry (DClinDent) is a three-year, full-time specialist training program for qualified dentists. Coursework covers topics in biostatistics, research methodology, oral and maxillofacial radiography and radiology and practical aspects of specialist dentistry. The program also involves a supervised research project presented as a formal research report/dissertation, and in some cases submitted to suitable professional journals for consideration for publication.

ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Clinical Dentistry is accredited by the Australian Dental Council (ADC). Graduates are eligible for registration to practise as a specialist dentist in their chosen specialty in Australia and New Zealand.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Dental Science, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) at least two years of full-time professional experience or equivalent in the practice of general dentistry; and
(c) passed the Primary Examination for Fellowship or the MRACDS (GDP) for Membership of the Royal Australasian College of Dental Surgeons, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA; and
(d) current registration as a dentist in Australia.

1 Applicants must be eligible and remain registered for the duration of the course.
Dental Public and Primary Health

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Allied health professional, public health officer, dentist

The master’s course fosters the development of critical analysis and research competence, along with the advanced set of knowledge and skills in dental public health that is required to specialise in this field. The graduate diploma is suitable for those looking for a broad-based course of study to advance their knowledge in the field but who do not wish to undertake the research component of the master’s.

Graduate Diploma in Forensic Odontology

UWA COURSE CODE: 93520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) (i) a Bachelor of Dental Surgery, Doctor of Dental Medicine, or an equivalent qualification that allows dentistry practice, as recognised by UWA, and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(b) (i) a Bachelor of Health Science in Dental Health, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Forensic odontologist

This course is designed for qualified dentists who are keen to develop their knowledge and research skills in forensic odontology. Areas covered include dealing independently with routine forensic odontological casework, the efficient referral of cases of special difficulty outside or beyond their expertise, functioning under supervision as a member of a Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) team, and the independent preparation of evidence for presentation to courts of law.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent,
or
(2) Applicants must compete for a place in Semester 1 if they have either:
(a) a bachelor’s degree that has been accredited by Exercise and Sport Science Australia at the Exercise Science level;
or
(b) an official ESSA Graduate Entry Assessment letter that demonstrates equivalence with Exercise Science members.

(3) All other applicants must compete for a place in Semester 2, and must have a relevant bachelor’s degree that included foundation units in anatomy, functional anatomy, human physiology, biomechanics, exercise physiology and research methods/statistics.

EXERCISE SCIENCE

Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology

UWA COURSE CODE: 73520
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Clinical exercise physiologist, strength and conditioning coach, wellness coordinator

This course is designed to provide a holistic understanding of the use of exercise as a modality in the treatment of musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, metabolic and other chronic and complex conditions. Students may structure a course that is best tailored to their future requirements and area of specialisation.

ACCREDITATION
The Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology is a National University Course Accreditation Program (NUCAP) accredited course. Graduates may apply to Exercise and Sports Science Australia (ESSA) within two years of completing the course for credentialing as an Accredited Exercise Physiologist (AEP).

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent,
or
(2) Applicants must compete for a place in Semester 1 if they have either:
(a) a bachelor’s degree that has been accredited by Exercise and Sport Science Australia at the Exercise Science level;
or
(b) an official ESSA Graduate Entry Assessment letter that demonstrates equivalence with Exercise Science members.

(3) All other applicants must compete for a place in Semester 2, and must have a relevant bachelor’s degree that included foundation units in anatomy, functional anatomy, human physiology, biomechanics, exercise physiology and research methods/statistics.
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION

Health Professions Education

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Health professions educator, education researcher, staff development educator, medical educator, clinical educator

A health professions education qualification equips graduates with the knowledge and skills to tailor their teaching to different levels of learners, from novice to more senior clinicians. To work successfully in the field of healthcare education, it is essential to have formal training in education to complement your clinical background.

The Master of Health Professions Education fosters interdisciplinary discussion and collaboration, and is designed to suit a range of health professionals who seek to develop their knowledge and skills in health professional education.

The Graduate Diploma in Health Professions Education will develop your knowledge beyond the foundation knowledge acquired in principles of teaching and learning, assessment, evaluation and research methods. You may study full time or part time through a combination of face-to-face teaching and online, with some units available as intensive short courses.

The Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education provides important foundation knowledge in the principles of teaching and learning, assessment, evaluation and research methods in health professions education.

MASTER’S BY COURSEWORK AND DISSERTATION

UWA COURSE CODE: 90570
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) the degree of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery from this University, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty, or
(b) (i) a bachelor’s degree in health, biomedical, or biological sciences-related discipline from this University or another recognised institution, or
(ii) an equivalent qualification, and
(iii) in the case of graduates from a three-year undergraduate degree course, at least one year of professional experience, or
(c) completed the Graduate Certificate in Health Professional/Professions Education or the Graduate Diploma in Health Professional/Health Professions Education from this University, with the equivalent of at least 70 per cent in all core units.

1 A relevant bachelor’s degree includes a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, and a bachelor’s degree in a health, biomedical or biological sciences-related discipline.

uwa.edu.au/study/mr/health-prof-education

MASTER’S BY THESIS

UWA COURSE CODE: 90670
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: RTP

uwa.edu.au/study/mr/health-prof-education

GRADUATE DIPLOMA

UWA COURSE CODE: 91340
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, or
(b) a level and duration of health-related education and professional experience considered by UWA to be sufficient to permit satisfactory completion of the course, or
(c) completed the Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education at UWA.

1 A relevant bachelor’s degree includes a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, and a bachelor’s degree in a health, biomedical or biological sciences-related discipline.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/health-professions-education

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 90210
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, or
(b) a level and duration of health-related education and professional experience considered by UWA to be sufficient to permit satisfactory completion of the course.

1 A relevant bachelor’s degree includes a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, and a bachelor’s degree in a health, biomedical or biological sciences-related discipline.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/health-professions-education
**Doctor of Medicine**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 90850  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1  
**DURATION:** 4 years full time  
**FEE TYPE:** CSP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Doctor, medical specialist*

The Doctor of Medicine aims to produce graduates committed to the wellbeing of the patient, community and society, as responsible, accountable, scholarly, capable and caring doctors. You’ll undertake core medical rotations in the medical specialties. A highlight of the course is scholarly activity, in which you choose research, coursework and/or service learning.

**ACCREDITATION**  
The course is accredited by the Australian Medical Council, and graduates are able to be registered for professional practice as a doctor.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
2. (b) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.5; and
3. (i) a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
4. (ii) a level of prior professional rural experience which, in the opinion of the Faculty, would enable the applicant to complete the course; or
5. (a) a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
6. (b) completed the Graduate Certificate in Rural and Remote Medicine from this University.

**Rural and Remote Medicine**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Doctor (based rurally), research and development manager

Aimed at medical graduates interested in rural and remote medicine, and who wish to pursue a career in research or teaching, the range of research topics in this area is expansive, from large-scale epidemiological studies to educational, qualitative or clinical studies. The graduate certificate comprises four units relating to rural teaching, research and philosophy.

**Master’s**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 90680  
**COURSE TYPE:** Thesis and Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
2. (b) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.5; and
3. (i) a Graduate Medical School Admissions Test (GAMSAT) overall score of at least 55; or
4. (ii) a Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) score of at least 123/123/123/123 after April 2016 for international applicants, or
5. a place in a Direct Pathway into this course; or
6. entry via an Indigenous pathway.

**Rural and Remote Medicine**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Doctor (based rurally), research and development manager

Aimed at medical graduates interested in rural and remote medicine, and who wish to pursue a career in research or teaching, the range of research topics in this area is expansive, from large-scale epidemiological studies to educational, qualitative or clinical studies. The graduate certificate comprises four units relating to rural teaching, research and philosophy.

**Master’s**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 90680  
**COURSE TYPE:** Thesis and Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
2. (b) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.5; and
3. (i) a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
4. (ii) a level of professional rural experience which, in the opinion of the Faculty, would enable the applicant to complete the course; or
5. (a) a level of professional rural experience considered by UWA to be sufficient to permit satisfactory completion of the course.

**Master of Surgery**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 90660  
**COURSE TYPE:** Thesis and Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Surgeon

The UWA Master of Surgery (MS) is a unique and innovative program for junior doctors who are pursuing a career in surgery. In addition to undertaking academic competencies, students gain practical experience by participating in advanced surgical skills workshops in a specialised training lab environment.
Master of Public Health

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Research officer, health project/program manager, policy analyst

There are two course options to complete your Master of Public Health at UWA: the 1.5-year course can be completed with a dissertation or practicum, or entirely with coursework units; and the two-year course allows you to develop expertise in a particular area. These areas are: Public Health Foundations (coursework only), Applied Public Health (coursework and practicum) or Public Health Methodology (coursework and dissertation).

Masters with Specialisation

UWA COURSE CODE: 92550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery of this University, or equivalent, as recognised by the Faculty; and
(b) a minimum of two years’ postgraduate professional experience; and
(c) (i) enrolment in a surgical traineeship through the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons Surgical Education and Training Program,
or
(ii) qualification as a surgeon with the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons, or equivalent as recognised by the Faculty;
or
(iii) qualification as a medical practitioner desirous of an academic career in surgery, and
(d) eligibility for registration with the Medical Board of Western Australia.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/surgery

PUBLIC HEALTH

Public Health

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Research officer, health project/program manager, policy analyst

The Master of Aboriginal Health enables you to appropriately investigate current issues regarding Aboriginal health and healthcare, with due consideration to Aboriginal knowledge, biomedical knowledge and research.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; or
(b) a Graduate Certificate in Population Health Studies, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent.
(2) Applicants who have or have had a progress status of Suspended or Excluded against courses 92550 or 92560 are not eligible for admission.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-health

Graduate Certificate in Communicable Diseases Epidemiology*

UWA COURSE CODE: 92220
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Research officer, health project/program manager, policy analyst

The Graduate Certificate in Communicable Diseases Epidemiology provides students with the opportunity to examine, analyse and assess the emergence and transmission of infectious diseases. The course will develop skills in study of disease in human populations, and the principles of infectious disease.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; or
(b) a level of prior professional health-related experience which, in the opinion of the Faculty, would enable the applicant to complete the course.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/communicable-diseases-epidemiology

* This course is subject to final approval.
Graduate Certificate in Environment and Health*

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 92210  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEETYPE:** CSP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Environmental health officer, research officer, health project/program manager, policy analyst

The Graduate Certificate in Environment and Health provides students with the opportunity to examine, analyse and assess the risks to human health from the environment. The course will develop skills and framework to tackle the complex public health challenges today and in the the future.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
(1) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA.

* This course is subject to final approval.

[Link to course](uwa.edu.au/study/gc/environment-and-health)

---

Graduate Certificate in Population Health Studies

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 91230  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEETYPE:** CSP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Research officer, health project/program manager, policy analyst

This course provides students with an introduction to the fundamental concepts of public health and how public health works to create healthier populations. Students will learn fundamental concepts in a range of public health areas such as epidemiology, biostatistics, qualitative research methods, health economics and health promotion, plus the biological, environmental, economic and social determinants of health.

---

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Business Psychology

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Organisational development manager, human resources manager, change leader

For many of us, our work is where we spend most of the day. Improving people’s psychological health at work not only reduces stress, absenteeism and conflict but also improves overall productivity. You’ll learn how to translate insights from applied psychological science into everyday practice to create better workplaces. You’ll be taught by a team of experts in various aspects of workplace psychology, who have many years of experience in industry and research, and a passion for sharing their knowledge.

---

**MASTER’S**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 73550  
**COURSE TYPE:** Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEETYPE:** CSP

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
(1) the equivalent of a three-year bachelor’s degree in psychology, with the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent; or  
(b) the equivalent of any three-year bachelor’s degree other than psychology, with the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 60 per cent; and  
(c) completed two postgraduate public health (PUBH) units

[Link to course](uwa.edu.au/study/gc/population-health-studies)

---

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Neuropsychology

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 01890/54590  
**COURSE TYPE:** Thesis and Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1  
**DURATION:** 4 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEETYPE:** CSP (master’s degree) and RTP (PhD)

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Neuropsychologist, psychologist, academic

Do you want to become a future leader in the field of clinical neuropsychology? This course aims to produce psychologists who have the necessary academic and practical foundations, skills and experience to become competent clinicians grounded in the scientist-practitioner tradition. This is achieved through the provision of specialist training in clinical neuropsychological assessment, research and intervention skills.

**ACREDITATION**  
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Neuropsychology is accredited by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates are eligible to pursue...
endorsement in the specialised area of clinical neuropsychology through the Psychology Board of Australia’s Registrar Program.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) an accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at least an upper second class honours (2A), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) eligibility for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia; and
(2) secured PhD supervision, with at least one supervisor from the School of Psychological Science at the time of submitting their application.

uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-neuropsychology

Graduate Diploma in Clinical Neuropsychology

UWA COURSE CODE: 53390
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 2 years part time
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Neuropsychologist, research officer, health diagnostic and promotion professional

The Graduate Diploma in Clinical Neuropsychology serves as a bridging degree to allow individuals who are qualified as clinical psychologists with the Psychology Board of Australia, and have completed at least a master’s degree or equivalent in clinical psychology, to upskill in clinical neuropsychology, allowing them eligibility for endorsement as a clinical neuropsychologist with AHPRA.

ACCREDITATION
The Graduate Diploma in Clinical Neuropsychology is accredited by the Australian Psychological Accreditation Council (APAC) to provide an additional area of practice endorsement in clinical neuropsychology for registered psychologists.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) an accredited Master of Clinical Psychology, or an accredited Doctor of Psychology (Clinical Psychology), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) eligibility for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, which includes meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/clinical-neuropsychology

Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Psychology

UWA COURSE CODE: 01870/54570
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 4 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP (master’s degree) and RTP (PhD)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Psychologist, health researcher, health diagnostic and promotion professional

This course combines the Master of Clinical Psychology and PhD training across a four-year period. This blend of science-informed practice with clinical research training enables you to perform effectively as a clinician and to make major ongoing contributions to quality improvement, innovation, and the development of best practice within the field of clinical psychology.

ACCREDITATION
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Clinical Psychology is accredited by the Australian Psychological Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates are eligible to pursue endorsement in the specialised area of clinical psychology through the Psychology Board of Australia’s Registrar Program.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) an accredited Master of Clinical Neuropsychology, or an accredited Doctor of Psychology (Clinical Neuropsychology), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) a satisfactory personal statement, as recognised by UWA; and
(c) two satisfactory referees, as recognised by UWA; and
(d) a curriculum vitae summarising relevant occupational and practical experience, as recognised by UWA.
(2) Applicants must be eligible for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, which includes meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
(3) Invitation to attend an interview will be based on assessment of (1) (a), (b), (c), and (d), in alignment with the interview quota for the year.
(4) Eligible applicants who are interviewed will be assessed based on the personal qualities considered desirable in psychology practitioners.
(5) Admission will be awarded to the highest-ranked applicants under (1) and (4) who fall within the intake quota for that year.

uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-psychology

Graduate Diploma in Clinical Psychology

UWA COURSE CODE: 53370
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Clinical psychologist, academic, health diagnostic and promotion professional

The Graduate Diploma in Clinical Psychology is aimed at people who have already completed a master’s degree or equivalent in clinical neuropsychology and are qualified with the Psychology Board of Australia (PsyBA) and who are looking to upskill in clinical psychology. It will provide you with advanced and broader knowledge in the area of clinical psychology assessment and intervention.

ACCREDITATION
The Graduate Diploma in Clinical Psychology is accredited by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC) to provide an additional area of practice endorsement in clinical psychology for registered psychologists.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) an accredited Master of Clinical Psychology, or an accredited Doctor of Psychology (Clinical Psychology), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) eligibility for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, which includes meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.
(3) Invitation to attend an interview will be based on assessment of (1) (a), (b), (c), and (d), in alignment with the interview quota for the year.

uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/clinical-psychology
**Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 01880/54580  
**COURSE TYPE:** Thesis and Coursework  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1  
**DURATION:** 4 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** CSP (master’s degree) and RTP (PhD)

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Organisational psychologist, analyst, workplace relations adviser

Industrial and Organisational Psychology is a specialist area that applies psychological knowledge and skills to workplaces with the aim of improving organisational effectiveness and the quality of worklife. The combined Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology is a four-year course that combines doctoral research with the coursework component of the Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology.

**ACCREDITATION**  
The Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Industrial and Organisational Psychology is accredited by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates are eligible to pursue endorsement in the specialised area of Organisational Psychology through the Psychology Board of Australia’s Registrar Program.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) have an accredited bachelor’s honours degree in psychology with at least an upper second class honours (2A), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and

(b) eligibility for provisional registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia, which includes meeting the Board’s English language registration standard.

Where relevant, admission will be awarded to the highest-ranked applicants or applicants selected based on a satisfactory personal statement, as recognised by UWA, and two satisfactory referees, as recognised by UWA, and a curriculum vitae summarising relevant occupational and practical experience, as recognised by UWA, and an interview in which eligible applicants will be assessed based on the personal qualities considered desirable in psychology, and the intake quota for that year.

[additional information](uwa.edu.au/study/cmd/industrial-organisational-psychology)
Master of Science Communication

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 51580  
**COURSE TYPE:** Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Communications officer, health promotion officer, marketing officer

Science communicators use their knowledge of science to help raise the level of understanding about important issues in science, bridging the gap between the scientific community and the public. This course is aimed at students who already have a background in science or communication and who wish to learn the principles and practical skills of effective science communication.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
1. (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,  
and  
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.austudy/m/science-communication

Graduate Certificate in Social Policy Practice

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 11270  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Social policy adviser

The Graduate Certificate in Social Policy Practice enables practising social workers to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory, practice and research methods. This course will facilitate the development of specific expertise in the chosen area(s) of study and a variety of generic skills which will complement specialised or professional degrees.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
1. (a) a relevant bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,  
and  
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Grade Point Average (GPA) of at least 5.0.

* This course is subject to final approval.

uwa.edu.austudy/m/social-policy-practice

Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 10370  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** FFP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Social worker, social policy adviser, community services officer

This course is open to social work graduates with a minimum of two years’ experience as a professional social worker. It involves two compulsory units and a choice from a range of other advanced social work units, depending on availability. The course enables practising social workers to build on their knowledge of advanced social work theory and practice, and research methods.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
1. (a) a relevant bachelor's degree or graduate certificate, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA,  
and  
(b) at least two years of experience as a professionally qualified social worker.

* The dissertation stream will not be available for students commencing in 2020.

uwa.edu.austudy/m/social-work
Upskill with our world-class Humanities and Social Sciences programs, designed to build knowledge that is valued in professional practice, and create leaders with a competitive edge in an increasingly digital and global job market.

A qualification in Humanities and Social Sciences can open up a wide range of career options, with our internationally recognised degrees enabling graduates to find employment in exciting careers around the world.

Our courses prepare our graduates for rewarding careers in city planning, foreign affairs and diplomacy, communications, translation, government and non-governmental organisations, business or education.

Pursue study in areas such as translation studies, international relations and development, strategic communication, forensic anthropology, urban and regional planning and public policy. We also offer joint master’s degrees such as the Master of International Law and Master of International Relations, and the Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies.

Top five reasons to study Humanities and Social Sciences at UWA
- Internationally renowned and award-winning research leaders and practitioners.
- High-level practical training.
- Opportunities to build your professional network.
- Collaborate with dedicated research centres.
- World-class facilities. Mutsumi no ma, New Fortune Theatre, Archaeology lab.
Master of Environmental Planning*

UWA COURSE CODE: 13550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part–time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Urban planner, environmental consultant, impact assessor

The sustainable use and development of our cities and natural areas are fundamental to contemporary planning. This course provides a detailed insight into how planners, managers and conservationists work towards this goal. The course enables you to gain theoretical, practical and work-based experience to advance your careers in planning, conservation and development.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(c) significant work experience, including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/environmental-planning

Urban and Regional Planning

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Urban and town planner, principal planner, urban growth coordinator

Urban and regional planners ensure cities, towns and regions have vibrant economies and communities, provide for a high quality of life, and are environmentally sustainable. To achieve this, planners need a good understanding of the way in which societies, economies and environments operate and interact. This master’s and its entry qualification provide knowledge of concepts and methods in urban and regional planning. The graduate certificate is suitable if you’re looking to upskill in your planning career, while the master’s is ideal if you’d like to upskill, change or start a career in planning.

MASTER'S

UWA COURSE CODE: 72560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part–time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Urban and Regional Planning is accredited by the Planning Institute of Australia (PIA) and graduates are eligible to apply for membership in the Urban and Regional Planning chapter.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, or
(2) completion of the Graduate Certificate in Urban and Regional Planning, or
(3) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/urban-and-regional-planning

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 12290
INTAKE: Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part–time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to Urban and Regional Planning,
or
(2) significant work experience including at least five years with a material level of responsibility.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-and-regional-planning

Forensic Anthropology

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Crime scene or forensic investigator, consultant osteologist, domestic or federal police officer

Forensic anthropology has practical applications in forensic investigations, as well as humanitarian efforts for the investigation of both living and deceased individuals. The master’s enables you to undertake advanced studies in forensic anthropology, while developing an in-depth knowledge of the human skeleton. You’ll gain a practical understanding of the scientist’s role within the Australian legal system, and have the opportunity to explore various physical anthropological techniques using traditional and digital modalities like morphometrics and computer-graphic facial reconstruction. The graduate diploma and graduate certificate will acquaint you with current developments in forensic sciences of direct relevance to the application to forensic anthropology. These courses can also serve as an entry point into the master’s.

MASTER'S

UWA COURSE CODE: 72580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part–time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to Forensic Anthropology,
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology or Graduate Diploma in Forensic Anthropology at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/forensic-anthropology

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/urban-and-regional-planning
GRADUATE DIPLOMA
UWA COURSE CODE: 72380
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to forensic anthropology,
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/forensic-anthropology

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
UWA COURSE CODE: 72280
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Forensic Anthropology at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/forensic-anthropology

International Relations

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Diplomat, policy analyst, international policy adviser

This professionally oriented course offers you the opportunity to gain expertise in international relations, with particular focus on our dynamic Indo-Pacific and Indian Ocean regions. It prepares you for a rewarding career in foreign affairs and diplomacy, government, international and non-governmental organisations, the media and education. The course offers credited internship, research dissertation pathways and engagement in our professional networks.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-relations

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
UWA COURSE CODE: 12280
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 0.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent,
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in International Relations at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-relations

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
UWA COURSE CODE: 11380
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to International Relations,
or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in International Relations at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gd/international-relations

GRADUATE DIPLOMA
UWA COURSE CODE: 11580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent, and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to International Relations,
Master of International Law and Master of International Relations

UWA COURSE CODE: 21540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Research
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2-2.5 year full time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Intelligence analyst, journalist, parliamentarian

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a Juris Doctor or Bachelor of Laws, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA;
or
(2) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
and
(3) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
and
(c) at least two years of relevant professional experience.

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS REQUIREMENTS

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
and
(c) successfully completed prior study in a field relevant to International Relations;

or
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma in International Relations at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/international-law-and-international-relations

Strategic Communication

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Media strategist, public and corporate communication specialist, strategic communication executive

Develop expertise and gain highly sought-after skills in designing and managing communication strategies, projects and campaigns across a range of media platforms and professional contexts. This course advances your capacity to succeed in a range of media and communication roles and provide effective strategy and leadership for industry, government and community.

M.S.

UWA COURSE CODE: 12540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 15-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
and
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma in Strategic Communication at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication

Translation Studies

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Professional translator, intercultural consultant, language services manager, foreign-language copywriter

Gain world-class specialised translation training at the largest language hub in Western Australia. With the master’s, you’ll complete professionally endorsed (NAATI) translation training between English and one of eight Asian and European languages. Designed for graduates pursuing bilingual and multilingual careers, this course is taught by practitioners and translation researchers to help you develop a competitive edge in an increasingly globalised job market. The graduate certificate will provide you with foundational knowledge about translation theory and practice, and will develop your skills in translating.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

UWA COURSE CODE: 12520
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

REQUIREMENTS

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent;
and
(2) completed a Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/gc/strategic-communication

UWA COURSE CODE: 12340
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
COURSE DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

SPECIALISATIONS
Chinese Interpreting; Chinese; French; German; Indonesian; Italian; Japanese; Korean; Spanish

PROFESSIONAL ENDORSEMENT

The Master of Translation Studies is endorsed by the National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI), making students eligible to sit the NAATI test for Advanced Certified Translator or Certified

uwa.edu.au/study/m/strategic-communication
The University of Western Australia | uwa.edu.au/study

**Translation Studies**

**UWA COURSE CODE**: 12220
**COURSE TYPE**: Coursework or Dissertation
**INTAKE**: Semester 1, Semester 2
**DURATION**: 2.5-3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE**: CSP

**SPECIALISATIONS**

Chinese, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
2. the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent in the Level 3 units of a relevant major, and
3. (i) demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen language specialisation, or
4. (ii) for French, Italian, German, and Spanish, B2/C1 levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages; for Chinese, HSK 4 to 5; for Japanese, Level N2/N3 at the JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency Test); for Indonesian, Level 3 at the UKBI (UjianKemahiran Bahasa Indonesia) or Level 4 at the ISLPR (International Second Language Proficiency Ratings); and for Korean, Level 4 at the TOPIK (Test of Proficiency in Korean).

**Master of Commerce and Master of Translation Studies**

**UWA COURSE CODE**: 12590
**COURSE TYPE**: Coursework or Dissertation
**INTAKE**: Semester 1, Semester 2
**DURATION**: 2.5-3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE**: FFP

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Language services manager, intercultural business consultant, business translator

This double master’s degree is the only one of its kind in Australia, and teaches complementary skills in business and translation studies. You’ll complete translation training between English and one of eight Asian and European languages, alongside a commerce specialisation. The skills you develop will make you a bilingual professional employable in a broad range of national and international settings.

**PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION**

You will be eligible to sit the National Accreditation Authority of Translators and Interpreters (NAATI) test for Certified Translator or Advanced Professional Translator.

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a relevant bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
2. the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; or
3. (i) demonstrated native or near-native proficiency in the chosen language specialisation, or
4. (ii) for French, Italian, German, and Spanish, B2/C1 levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages; for Chinese, HSK 4 to 5; for Japanese, Level N2/N3 at the JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency Test); for Indonesian, Level 3 at the UKBI (UjianKemahiran Bahasa Indonesia) or Level 4 at the ISLPR (International Second Language Proficiency Ratings); and for Korean, Level 4 at the TOPIK (Test of Proficiency in Korean).

**Public Policy**

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**

Policy analyst, policy manager, governance manager

Are you interested in how governments can work to create a better future? A successful government must design and implement policies that will further the economic, social and legal interests of its citizens. You will be equipped with a multidisciplinary understanding of the role of government in economic activity, public administration and governance, and legal decision-making.

**MASTER’S**

**UWA COURSE CODE**: 42580
**COURSE TYPE**: Coursework or Dissertation
**INTAKE**: Semester 1, Semester 2
**COURSE DURATION**: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
**FEE TYPE**: FFP

**REQUIREMENTS**

To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

1. (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and either:
   1. the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; or
   2. at least two years’ professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
2. completed a Graduate Certificate in Public Policy at UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/translation-studies

uwa.edu.au/study/m/commerce-translation-studies

uwa.edu.au/study/m/public-policy
Graduate Diploma in Advanced Social Work

UWA COURSE CODE: 10370  
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2  
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)  
FEE TYPE: FFP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a relevant bachelor's degree or graduate certificate, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and
or
(b) at least two years of experience as a professionally qualified social worker.

(2) submit and have approved by the Head of School of Social Sciences and the Board of the Graduate Research School a folio of creative writing, at least one third of which has been published by recognised publishers, amounting to between 4,000 and 5,000 words of prose or the equivalent of poetry or drama as determined by the Head of School;
and

(3) a folio of creative writing, at least one third of which has been published by recognised publishers, amounting to between 4,000 and 5,000 words of prose or the equivalent of poetry or drama as determined by the Head of School.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Social worker, social policy adviser, community services officer

This course is open to social-work graduates with a minimum of two years' experience as a professional social worker. It involves two compulsory units and a choice from a range of other advanced social-work units, depending on availability. The course enables practising social workers to build on their knowledge of advanced social-work theory and practice, and research methods.

Master of Science Communication

UWA COURSE CODE: 51580  
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2  
DURATION: 1.5-2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Communications officer, health promotion officer, marketing officer

Science communicators use their knowledge of science to help raise the level of understanding about important issues in science, bridging the gap between the scientific community and the public. This course is aimed at students who already have a background in science or communication, and who wish to learn the principles and practical skills of effective science communication.

Master of Arts (Creative Writing)

UWA COURSE CODE: 10710  
INTAKE: Available throughout the year  
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
FEE TYPE: RTP

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor's degree with first class or upper second class honours in creative writing, or
(b) submit and have approved by the Head of School of Social Sciences and the Board of the Graduate Research School a folio of creative writing, at least one third of which has been published by recognised publishers, amounting to between 4,000 and 5,000 words of prose or the equivalent of poetry or drama as determined by the Head of School;
and

(2) submit and have approved by the Head of School of Social Sciences and the Board of the Graduate Research School a 2,000- to 3,000-word critical essay on an aspect of the writer's craft.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Professional writer, editor, publisher

This research degree is designed for creative writers in any genre who wish to advance their academic and creative skills. It involves the development of a long-form creative project, with the support of a supervisor. Combining creative and exegetical research, this degree encourages the production of both creative practice and literary theory.
Realise your full creative potential with studies in Music and Fine Arts.

Graduates of the UWA Conservatorium of Music perform in every major orchestra in Australia, and as chamber musicians and soloists around the world. They are award-winning composers, creators, artists, producers and sound designers, influencing the landscape of music in Australia and globally.

At the UWA School of Design, you can work alongside award-winning practising artists to gain an advanced qualification in fine arts or curatorial studies, setting yourself up for success in the art industry.

UWA’s global research collaborations and strong connections with industry leaders will provide you with a critical edge. Our established network of connections spans the creative sectors, including Perth Festival, Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, WA Opera and many more. Our corporate supporters influence our courses and teaching practices to stay at the forefront of industry trends and developments. They also provide guest lectures, case studies, mentoring and placement opportunities to support you as you achieve at the highest level.

Top five reasons to study Music and Fine Arts at UWA

- Strong practical and creative course components.
- Renowned artists and musicians with extensive industry experience.
- Exhibit at the Cullity Gallery or perform on stage.
- Undertake an immersive international experience.
- Outstanding facilities: Callaway Auditorium and Eileen Joyce Studio.

“UWA truly has a great team of contemporary artists, writers and historians who are passionate and driven to tirelessly support and mentor the next generation of artists. They are always eager to pass on their knowledge and experience within the arts industry, and often go above and beyond for their students’ projects.”

SAMUEL
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
**Master of Biological Arts**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 71530  
**COURSE TYPE:** Coursework and Dissertation  
**INTAKE:** Semester 1, Semester 2  
**DURATION:** 1.5 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** FFP  

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Academic, artistic director, visual arts professional

This course is designed for experienced art practitioners, scientists or humanities scholars who wish to engage with creative bioresearch. The course focuses on recent advances in life sciences, both in theory and practice. Emphasis is placed on critical thought, ethical and cultural issues and cross-disciplinary experimentation in art and science.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—  
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts, or Bachelor of Fine Arts, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA, and  
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

[uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts](http://uwa.edu.au/study/m/biological-arts)

---

**Master of Fine Arts**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 25740  
**COURSE TYPE:** Research (thesis and creative)  
**INTAKE:** Throughout the year  
**DURATION:** 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP  

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Arts professional, visual arts professional, arts administrator or manager

Pursue your passion with a supervised research and arts-practice experience. This specialist degree provides a high-quality academic qualification in the theory and practice of the fine arts, carries credibility both nationally and internationally, and empowers artists in their pursuit of national and international recognition. This course assumes a high level of both theoretical and practical expertise in fine arts.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must—  
(1) (a) have completed the requirements of a bachelor’s degree of this University requiring at least four years of full-time study, or the part-time equivalent, in a subject area considered by the Dean/Head of School of Design to be relevant to curatorial studies, or the equivalent of this qualification as recognised by the Board; and  
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

By agreement with supervisor, you can commence at any time throughout the year, except in December.

[uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts](http://uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts)

---

**Master of Curatorial Studies in Fine Arts**

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 25770  
**COURSE TYPE:** Research (thesis)  
**INTAKE:** Throughout the year  
**DURATION:** 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP  

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES**  
Curator – gallery or museum, arts administrator or manager, arts professional, visual arts professional

Develop your professional skills in curatorial studies. This specialist degree provides a high status and professional qualification suitable for graduates wishing to enter the museum profession in Australia or overseas as curators, exhibition organisers or researchers.

**REQUIREMENTS**  
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must—  
(1) (a) have completed the requirements of a bachelor’s degree of this University requiring at least four years of full-time study, or the part-time equivalent, in a subject area considered by the Dean/Head of School of Design to be relevant to curatorial studies, or the equivalent of this qualification as recognised by the Board; and  
(b) be able to satisfy the Board that they have the general ability to complete the course and the special ability to prepare and present a thesis.

By agreement with supervisor, you can commence at any time throughout the year, except in December.

[uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts](http://uwa.edu.au/study/m/curatorial-studies-in-fine-arts)
Master of Music

UWA COURSE CODE: 10720
COURSE TYPE: Research (thesis and creative work)
INTAKE: Throughout the year
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Musician, composer, academic

This specialist degree extends existing skills and experience in musical performance, composition or musicology, both as a professional-level degree and as a platform for doctoral-level study. All candidates produce independent research with the guidance of a supervisor.

SPECIALISATIONS
Orchestral Performance
You’ll be required to present for examination recordings of your performance projects, a report of your performance program by your WASO Orchestral Mentor, and a thesis on a topic related to one or more aspects of your performance program.

Composition
You’ll be required to present for examination a portfolio consisting of a composition or group of compositions that show(s) advanced technical accomplishment and imaginative resource, and a thesis on a topic related to one or more aspects of the portfolio.

Musicology
You’ll be required to present for examination a thesis or a transcription and edition of a substantial body of music, to be accompanied by a critical commentary.

Performance
You’ll be required to present for examination a recital program that demonstrates advanced artistic integrity and technical accomplishment, and a thesis on a topic related to one or more aspects of the recital.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must:

1. (a) have a Bachelor of Music with honours or Bachelor of Arts with honours of this University, or equivalent as recognised by the Board, and
2. pass a portfolio review and interview if applying for the course in Composition or Musicology,
   or
3. pass an audition and interview if applying for the course in Performance.
4. The arrangements for the portfolio review and interview or audition, including the nature, duration and timing, are determined by the Head of the Conservatorium of Music.

Doctor of Musical Arts

UWA COURSE CODE: 10940
COURSE TYPE: Research
INTAKE: Throughout the year
DURATION: 3 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: RTP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Musician, composer, academic

This course can be taken in either composition or performance, and consists of a combination of thesis and creative work. Work with world-class supervisors to prepare and present for examination either a portfolio of original compositions in a variety of genres, or two recitals showing professional skill and interpretative ability.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course –

1. (a) in Composition, an applicant must submit a folio of original compositions, the arrangements for which are determined by the Head of the Conservatorium of Music.
2. (b) in Performance, an applicant must pass an audition, the arrangements for which, including the nature, duration and timing, are determined by the Head of the Conservatorium of Music.
3. (c) All applicants must undergo an interview with the Head of the Conservatorium of Music or nominee.

1. By agreement with supervisor, you can commence at any time throughout the year, except in December.
“My study at UWA gave me the knowledge in music theory to develop my skills in composition and become the music producer I am today. I feel that my degree also prepared me for the professional music industry by giving me many rehearsals, practice and study commitments to juggle, which I have found realistic of a full-time job in music.”

ELISE REITZE-SWENSE
UWA GRADUATE, MULTI-INSTRUMENTALIST, COMPOSER AND MUSIC PRODUCER. KNOWN AS ELECTRONIC ARTIST ‘FEELS’
If you’re a natural problem-solver, develop your skills in this field to tackle the fast-paced challenges in today’s world.

Working alongside passionate lecturers and researchers, industry partners and like-minded peers, you’ll focus on the practical applications of physics, mathematics and statistics in a range of industries, including mining, engineering, quantum technology, astronomy, biotechnology, science communication, medical physics, IT and tech. You’ll gain practical and theoretical expertise to develop effective and efficient analysis, visualisation, interpretation and technological skills that are increasingly in demand in many varied and rewarding career paths. Our graduates are working for leading organisations around the world, including Google, NASA, IBM and Microsoft.

Get hands-on experience with high-precision instrumentation and control, data analysis, forecasting, decision-making and detailed problem-solving, and be closely involved in developing, creating and improving our everyday lives by interpreting and applying your skills and knowledge to leading technological advances.

Studies in Physical Sciences aim to uncover the underlying laws of nature – often written in the language of mathematics. They encompass chemistry, physics, statistics and more.

Top five reasons to study Physical Sciences and Mathematics at UWA

- Passionate, engaged academics, including world-renowned experts.
- Mathematics is essential in growth industries such as science, technology, engineering and finance.
- Gain skills in data analysis, forecasting, decision making and detailed problem solving.
- Benefit from our Department of Physics’ century-long history and excellence in research.
- Form connections with local industry, schools, hospitals, research organisations and more.
Master of Geoscience

UWA COURSE CODE: 72550
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geologist, hydrogeologist, geological surveyor

Knowledge of past and present earth processes is fundamental for predicting future changes in environments and climate, as well as contributing to the management of vital resources. Gain high-level skills in interpretation and integration of geoscience data, applied to understand the location, origin and evolution of important resources and other geoscience problems.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in geology or in a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/geoscience

Master of Ore Deposit Geology

UWA COURSE CODE: 70590
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year part time
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geologist, mining consultant, researcher

With world-class ore bodies becoming more difficult to find, there is an increasing recognition that geologists require new approaches and skills in order to discover significant deposits into the future. The Master of Ore Deposit Geology has been designed for practising geoscientists who want to gain up-to-date knowledge and skills relevant to economic geology and mineral exploration.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) at least two years of professional experience in a relevant occupation; or
(2) (a) a Bachelor of Geology or Geoscience with Honours, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/ore-deposit-geology

Master of Petroleum Geoscience

UWA COURSE CODE: 73540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1 and Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Geoscientist, mining consultant, geophysicist

This course will enable you to develop skills in geological and geophysical data analysis and integration of datasets related to sedimentary basin analysis and petroleum geoscience. Emphasis is placed on the development of practical skills underpinned by conceptual knowledge, and the application of both to solving problems related to basin history and petroleum exploration through coursework and research project components of the course.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a Bachelor of Geology, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/petroleum-geoscience
Master of Hydrogeology

UWA COURSE CODE: 72540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1 and Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Hydrogeologist, environmental consultant, researcher

Hydrogeology deals with the distribution and flow of groundwater beneath Earth’s surface and the interaction of groundwater with the atmosphere, biosphere and Earth’s crust via chemical, physical and biological processes in groundwater systems. This course will develop your understanding of these complex and dynamic processes, and the impacts of human activity and environmental change on groundwater systems.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in geology, environmental engineering, environmental science (including units in hydrology or equivalent), or hydrogeology or in a related cognate discipline, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/hydrogeology

Master of Physics

UWA COURSE CODE: 53560
COURSE TYPE: Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1 and Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time
FEETYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Medical physicist, research scientist, educator

The Master of Physics is about understanding the world around us at its most fundamental level. The knowledge generated through the study of physics is also the driving force behind most new technologies, from radars to lasers, from transistors to quantum computers, and from electron microscopes to advanced medical imaging scanners.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION
The Master of Physics (Medical Physics) is accredited by The Australasian College of Physical Scientists & Engineers in Medicine (ACPSEM).

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) (i) a bachelor’s degree in physics, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(ii) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent;
or
(b) an honours degree in physics, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/physics

Master of Ocean Leadership

UWA COURSE CODE: 62540
COURSE TYPE: Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1 and Semester 2
DURATION: 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEETYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Marine researcher, renewable energy developer, marine conservationist, government officer, professional in offshore oil and gas, not-for-profit and aquaculture industries

The Master of Ocean Leadership develops your ocean-related leadership skills and expertise across marine science, engineering, law, resource economics and environmental management. This will enable you to strategically manage human challenges in ocean systems and to implement solutions for the future of our coasts and seas.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—
(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/ocean-leadership
Master of Science Communication

UWA COURSE CODE: 51580
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1 and Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: CSP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Communications officer, health promotion officer, marketing officer

Science communicators use their knowledge of science to help raise the level of understanding about important issues in science, bridging the gap between the scientific community and the public. This course is aimed at students who already have a background in science or communication and who wish to learn the principles and practical skills of effective science communication.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 50 per cent; and
(c) successfully completed prior tertiary study in science communication or in a related cognate discipline as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/science-communication

Master of Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 70630
COURSE TYPE: Thesis and Coursework
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1 year full time (or part-time equivalent)
FEE TYPE: FFP and RTP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Academic, university lecturer, scientist

The Master of Science is a research degree allowing you to gain advanced knowledge in your chosen area of study: Agriculture and Environment; Biological Sciences; Earth Sciences; Human Sciences; Molecular Sciences; or Psychological Science. You’ll gain advanced understanding and skills in your chosen area of study through undertaking a supervised research project and coursework units that include a literature review/proposal unit and an advanced coursework unit.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a Bachelor of Science with at least upper second class honours (2A), or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) a written agreement by a suitable research supervisor.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/science

Master of Data Science

UWA COURSE CODE: 62530
COURSE TYPE: Coursework or Coursework and Dissertation
INTAKE: Semester 1, Semester 2
DURATION: 1.5–2 years full time
FEE TYPE: FFP

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Intelligence analyst, statistician, management consultant, market research analyst

In this course you’ll gain the in-demand knowledge and practical skills to understand and apply appropriate analytical methodologies to transform the way an organisation achieves its goals and objectives, to deal effectively with large data management tasks, to master the statistical and machine learning foundations on which data analytics is built, and to evaluate and communicate the effectiveness of new technologies.

REQUIREMENTS
To be considered for admission to this course an applicant must have—

(1) (a) a bachelor’s degree, or an equivalent qualification, as recognised by UWA; and
(b) the equivalent of a UWA Weighted Average Mark of at least 65 per cent; and
(c) completed Mathematics Applications ATAR, or equivalent, as recognised by UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/m/data-science
Research at UWA

Studying research at UWA is an exciting journey of discovery, where you’ll work at the ever-shifting boundary between the known and the unknown. Students with a research qualification from UWA have demonstrated they are world-class researchers, and our graduates become leaders in a wide range of industries throughout the world.

At UWA, our emphasis on academic curiosity sets us apart from other universities. Located in the time zone with the largest proportion of the world’s population, UWA has built strong collaborative links with other universities, research institutes, businesses and governments all over the world.

UWA is home to two Nobel Prize for Medicine Laureates - Professors Barry Marshall and Robin Warren. Fields Medalist, Professor Akshay Venkatesh, is also an alumnus of UWA. The University also hosts seven of the world’s Highly Cited Researchers and more than 60 academics across all of Australia’s learned academies. Our Humanities, Economics, Law and Social Sciences programs have fostered a Prime Minister and state premiers, as well as many other leaders in wide range of contexts in Australia and many other countries.

• We run more than 75 research and training centres across the country
• UWA commands 80 per cent of university research funding in WA
• Our graduates are estimated to have contributed $60 billion to WA’s economy by 2050

“\nI chose UWA because of the potential to work with industry partners and build those connections. Working with industry means I can see my research be put into action to solve real-world problems.”

GRACE
PHD CANDIDATE (ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE)
Research degrees

A postgraduate research degree provides you with a unique opportunity to follow your interest in an area of research. Through the research process you’ll extend your understanding of a subject area and develop advanced analytical and project management skills as well as the ability to work independently.

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 00810  
**INTAKE:** Throughout the year  
**DURATION:** 4 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

The PhD is a program of independent, supervised research that is assessed solely on the basis of a thesis, sometimes including a creative work component that is examined externally. The work presented for a PhD must be a substantial and original contribution to scholarship, demonstrating mastery of the subject of interest as well as an advance in that field of knowledge.

[uwa.edu.au/study/d/philosophy](http://uwa.edu.au/study/d/philosophy)

Master of Philosophy (MPhil)

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 00710  
**INTAKE:** Throughout the year  
**DURATION:** 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

The MPhil is a program of independent, supervised research that can be taken in any discipline for which appropriate supervision and resourcing are available and is assessed solely on the basis of a thesis. It mirrors the structure and breadth of the Doctor of Philosophy.

[uwa.edu.au/study/m/philosophy](http://uwa.edu.au/study/m/philosophy)

PhD/MPhil Admission Requirements

Approval for admission to a PhD/MPhil requires an applicant to demonstrate that they have sufficient background and experience in independent supervised research to successfully complete the course, and for the University to ensure that appropriate supervision and resourcing are available. Applicants are required to demonstrate that they have met the requirements of the University Policy on Adequate Research Preparation ([governance.uwa.edu.au/policies/adequate-research-preparation](http://governance.uwa.edu.au/policies/adequate-research-preparation)) and any other requirements for admission of the University, and

- (a) have a bachelor’s degree of this University or equivalent qualification, or
- (b) (i) have previously undertaken work, of a sufficiently high standard, towards a higher degree by research in this or another approved institution but not have submitted it for any degree, and  
  (ii) have completed an appropriate PhD/MPhil research proposal. A student who wishes to undertake a PhD/MPhil in the field of creative writing must, in addition, submit a substantial folio of published creative work, normally in the form of one or more books. Prior to enrolment, all applicants are required to demonstrate that they have met the University’s English language requirements ([study.uwa.edu.au/pg/english-language-requirements](http://study.uwa.edu.au/pg/english-language-requirements)).

Master of Research (MRes)

**UWA COURSE CODE:** 00720  
**INTAKE:** January  
**DURATION:** 2 years full time (or part-time equivalent)  
**FEE TYPE:** RTP

The MRes is designed to broaden options for honours students who wish to expand their research output, but have been unsure about transitioning straight from honours to PhD. The first year of the course comprises the honours year, and students who are admitted to the MRes proceed directly from the honours year into the second year of the MRes.

[uwa.edu.au/study/m/research](http://uwa.edu.au/study/m/research)

Admission Requirements

By completing the requirements of an end-on honours degree at UWA or another recognised Australian tertiary institution, with a weighted average mark of at least 70 per cent, but not had the degree conferred.

---

1 One year if honours is completed
A unique campus

UWA’s main campus is located on the picturesque banks of the Swan River (Derbarl Yerrigan), just minutes from Perth CBD.

Featuring expansive green spaces, cafés and shops, as well as a multitude of modern teaching and research facilities, our campus provides you with a world-class learning environment.

See the campus for yourself on our online virtual tour
uwa.edu.au/360-campus-tour/

UWA’s Albany Centre

Located five hours’ drive from Perth, the Albany Centre offers students a high-tech learning environment. Here you can experience all that regional Western Australia has to offer while studying at university.

albany.uwa.edu.au
Relax in a heritage-listed garden

Discover UWA’s Cultural Precinct

Watch a movie under the stars at Somerville Auditorium

KINGS PARK (1 KM)  
15 MINS WALK

PERTH CBD (5 KM)  
10 MINS DRIVE  
19 MINS RIDE ON BIKE PATH

ELIZABETH QUAY

UWA CAMPUS

COTTESLOE BEACH  
(6 KM) 
10 MINS DRIVE
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Student life

UWA is more than a university – it’s your community. There are many great places to eat, drink and shop, get fit, discover incredible art, relax, study and more.

Accommodation
Living at UWA means you can easily walk to uni, cafés and shops, you’re also a short bus ride to the city and Perth’s best beaches.

Arts and culture
Our on-campus art gallery features rotating exhibitions. Explore museums and enjoy regular music concerts.

Events
Enjoy fun social events, opportunities for industry networking, workshops and more.

Extracurricular courses and programs
Through collaborations with industry partners, we offer a range of free leadership, entrepreneurial and other courses to expand your skillset and advance your career.

Food and drink
Enjoy a variety of cuisines (catering for all dietary requirements) from cafés and a range of food outlets on campus and in the neighbourhood.

Health promotion
Gain knowledge in various areas across community health and wellbeing to improve the lives of your peers.

Postgraduate Student Space
Enjoy dedicated postgraduate study spaces on campus.

Internships
Gain valuable experience for your future career.

Libraries
UWA has five libraries across campus with high-tech study facilities, resources and learning spaces.

Spirituality and faith
UWA is a multi-faith university that supports and welcomes students with diverse cultural and spiritual backgrounds.

Sport and fitness
Get active with our state-of-the-art gym, swimming pool, a wide range of recreational and fitness courses, social sports and more.

Student clubs and faculty societies
With more than 140 clubs and societies you’re sure to find a perfect fit.

UWA app
Find events on campus, connect with friends and discover all the tools to get ahead.

Volunteering
There are opportunities to get involved on or off campus to support a cause, organisation, charity or group.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life
Support services

You’ll have plenty of support and help when you get to UWA. Here are just a few of the services we offer.

**Academic support**
One-on-one support, study skills workshops (STUDYSmarter), extensive online resources and more.

**Career support**
Personalised career advice, industry mentoring, online resources, networking events, workshops and more.

**Childcare services**
Available for children aged six weeks to five years, plus after-school and vacation care for primary school-aged children.

**Course advice**
Advice on study plans, enrolment, scholarships, studying abroad, extracurricular activities and more.

**Disability support**
Perform at your academic best with support for any disability, whether a physical or mental health condition. UWA can help, no matter if your condition is ongoing, temporary or episodic.

**Getting started**
Take part in orientation activities, receive mentoring from an experienced student (UniMentor) and support from the UWA team to help you settle into uni life.

**Health and wellbeing**
Confidential medical, welfare and mental-health support with a variety of specialist services and a pharmacy on campus. If you’re looking for a doctor or GP, there’s a Medical Centre on campus, as well as counsellors, mental health nurses, psychologists, physiotherapists and more.

**International student support**
Our dedicated support services will help you settle into Australia and UWA life.

**Safety**
A security team is on campus 24/7 and is available to walk you to your car, bus stop or UWA accommodation after hours.

**UWA Student Guild**
Run by students, for students, to make sure you have the best university experience possible.

uwa.edu.au/students
“Words can’t explain how amazing exchange was. It was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and extremely rewarding to meet so many new people who will be friends for life.”

ELLEN
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
BURLINGTON, UNITED STATES
Our Partner Universities

AUSTRIA
University of Vienna
Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration

BELGIUM
Catholic University of Leuven
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Dalhousie University
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Aarhus University
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Technical University of Denmark
University of Copenhagen

FINLAND
Aalto University
University of Helsinki
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Jean Moulin University Lyon 3
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New Sorbonne University Paris 3
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University Sorbonne
University of Strasbourg
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Albert-Ludwigs University of Freiburg
Eberhard-Karls University of Tübingen
Free University of Berlin
Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf
Humboldt University of Berlin
Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich
RWTH Aachen
University of Stuttgart
WHU Otto Beşheim School of Management

HONG KONG
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
University of Hong Kong

IRELAND
Trinity College Dublin
University College Dublin

ISRAEL
Hebrew University of Jerusalem

ITALY
Bocconi University
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart
Polytechnic University of Milan

JAPAN
Akita International University
Chuo University
Kansai Gaidai University
Kobe University
Kwansei Gakuin University
Nagoya University
Okayama University
Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
Ritsumeikan University Kyoto
Sophia University
Waseda University

MEXICO
Ibero-American University

NETHERLANDS
Leiden University
Maastricht University
University College Maastricht
Utrecht University
University of Groningen
Vrije University

NEW ZEALAND
University of Otago

NORWAY
Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration
Norwegian University of Life Sciences
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
University of Bergen
University of Oslo
University of Stavanger

RéUNION
National School of Architecture of Montpellier

SINGAPORE
Nanyang Technological University
National University of Singapore
Singapore Management University

SOUTH KOREA
Korea University
Seoul National University
Sogang University
Sungkyunkwan University
Yonsei University

SPAIN
Autonomous University of Barcelona
Comillas Pontificial University

SWEDEN
Lund University
Stockholm University
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Uppsala University

SWITZERLAND
University of St. Gallen
University of Zurich

THAILAND
Chulalongkorn University

UNITED KINGDOM
Bader International Study Centre (Queen’s University)
Cardiff University
Durham University
Loughborough University
Manchester Business School
Queen Mary University of London
Royal Holloway University of London
University College London
University of Aberdeen
University of Bath
University of Bristol
University of Essex
University of Exeter
University of Glasgow
University of Leeds
University of Liverpool
University of Manchester
University of Nottingham
University of Sheffield
University of Southampton
University of Sussex
University of York

UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH

UNITED STATES
Boston College
Indiana University
Iowa State University
Kansas State University
Montana State University
North Carolina State University
Pacific University
Purdue University
State University of New York at Brockport
University of Alabama at Birmingham
University of Denver
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts Amherst
University of New Mexico
University of Notre Dame du Lac
University of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester
University of South Dakota
University of Texas at Austin
University of Vermont
University of Washington
University of West Alabama
Willamette University
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Accommodation at UWA

There are many options for good-quality accommodation close to the UWA campus. Guaranteed accommodation is offered to new full-time students. Conditions apply.

uwa.edu.au/guaranteed-accommodation

Living on campus

Make the most of your time at UWA and enjoy an amazing, fully inclusive lifestyle. Our five residential colleges are located directly opposite UWA, and offer a range of room types suitable for postgraduate students.

As well as your own secure, fully furnished room, you’ll get:

- some meals (depending on college/room type), cleaning, utilities, internet and more included in your fees
- an action-packed calendar of events, activities and programs
- plenty of spaces in which to study, relax or be active
- an extensive range of personal and career development opportunities
- 24/7 support, whether you need help with study or just someone to talk to
- lifelong friends from all over the world.

How to apply

1. Research the college websites to decide which suits you best.
2. Apply online at livingoncampus.uwa.edu.au (ranking the colleges in order of personal preference).
3. You’ll be contacted directly by your first-preference college within two weeks.

Applications open 12 months in advance. We recommend applying as early as possible – you don’t have to wait until you receive an offer from UWA.

Find out more: uwa.edu.au/colleges
Apply now: livingoncampus.uwa.edu.au
Contact us: residentialcolleges@uwa.edu.au
Fees: uwa.edu.au/study/live-on-campus/fees
UWA Housing Database

UWA Accommodation provides an online housing database for students. International students who have been offered a place at UWA, but have not yet enrolled, can still create an account and access the database, which includes listings by UWA students or staff members who have a vacant property or room available to rent.

accommodation.uwa.edu.au/housing-database

Living off campus

UWA owns and manages a range of apartments, units and houses adjacent to campus that are perfect if you’re seeking a more independent lifestyle.

Ideal for postgraduate students and students with families you’ll live just a short walk away from campus, the Swan River and a variety of local shops and cafés. Properties are partially furnished and you’ll be supported by UWA’s property management team who understand the needs of our students. Most of your neighbours are uni students, too!

Whether you choose to rent a UWA-owned property or one that is privately or commercially listed, you’ll take full responsibility for the property and sign a rental contract for 6 or 12 months with the option to renew and stay longer.

As a guide, the average cost of renting or leasing an unfurnished one- or two-bedroom unit close to UWA is between AUD$265 and AUD$500 per week, but doesn’t include utility connection fees or ongoing costs such as electricity and/or gas, telephone and food.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/accommodation/crawley-village-housing

Perth city student accommodation

Campus Perth and The Boulevard (by The Student Housing Company) are purpose-built student accommodation properties endorsed by UWA. They offer a wide range of private and shared room options with weekly rates starting from AUD$162 per week* and you’ll also have access to a variety of social spaces and onsite support. Both are located in Northbridge, Perth’s vibrant social and cultural precinct, and close to public transport for easy access to UWA.

uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/accommodation/cbd-accommodation

*Based on 2020 rates, subject to room type and availability.
Fees

Your tuition fees vary depending on what you choose to study and the type of student you are. You can find out more about fees for your chosen course at fees.uwa.edu.au.

Commonwealth Supported Places (CSP)
A CSP means that your course tuition fees are subsidised by the Australian Government. If you’re offered a CSP, you’ll only need to pay the ‘student contribution’ fee which varies depending on the units in which you enrol. You may also be eligible to defer payment of your student contribution amount via the HECS-HELP loan scheme.

Full Fee Paying Places (FFP)
A FFP means that you’ll need to pay the full course tuition fee. You may be eligible to access the FEE-HELP loan scheme to defer paying your fees. Your employer may also consider assisting you with the cost of your course if it’s related to your current position.

Research Training Program (RTP)
The RTP provides Fees Offset Scholarships to domestic students undertaking doctorates (up to four years full time or part-time equivalent) and master’s by research (up to two years full time or part-time equivalent). uwa.edu.au/study/fees-and-scholarships/research-training-program

Advanced Standing/Credit
You may be able to reduce your overall study time and tuition cost by having your work and previous study experience recognised as Advanced Standing/Credit (recognition of prior learning). uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/enrolment

Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF)
The SSAF is a compulsory fee that directly benefits all UWA students. The fee is used to provide a range of recreational, sporting, social and educational facilities and services, including student representation. uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/fees-and-payments/ssaf

Other costs
For further information and advice on the other costs associated with your study, visit uwa.edu.au/study/student-life/cost-of-living.

For further information regarding your fee type, eligibility, and calculating your fees, visit uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/fees-and-payments.

Financial support

HECS-HELP
HECS-HELP is a government loan scheme that allows eligible CSP students to defer their student contribution fee payment. For more information and eligibility criteria visit studyassist.gov.au/help-loans/hecs-help.

FEE-HELP
FEE-HELP is a loan scheme that allows eligible FFP students to defer their tuition fees at university. For more information on FEE-HELP and eligibility criteria visit studyassist.gov.au/help-loans/fee-help.

Scholarships
UWA offers a wide range of scholarships to further support you with your studies. uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/explore

Industry partner discounts
Industry Partner Discounts is an initiative supporting industry professionals who’d like to pursue postgraduate study at UWA. A 10 per cent tuition fee discount is available to students enrolling in a range of courses. For more information and eligibility criteria visit uwa.edu.au/study/courses-and-careers/postgraduate/industry-discounts.
Successful university study demands a high level of English language skills. For this reason, you must meet the UWA minimum English language requirements. This is the case even if English is your first language.

For postgraduate research students
All research students must meet the minimum English proficiency requirements as set down by the Board of the Graduate Research School. All English test results must normally have been obtained within the past two years. Higher scores are required for admission in some faculties. For a complete listing of the English scores required for admission to research degrees, visit [study.uwa.edu.au/pg/english-language-requirements](http://study.uwa.edu.au/pg/english-language-requirements).

For postgraduate coursework students
All coursework students must meet the minimum English proficiency requirements. Note that some postgraduate coursework degrees have higher English requirements than the University’s minimum. For a complete listing of the English scores required for admission to coursework degrees, refer to [study.uwa.edu.au/elc](http://study.uwa.edu.au/elc).

Help with English language skills
If you would like to study at UWA but do not have the required level of English language proficiency, contact the UWA Centre for English Language Teaching for more information on how to improve your English to the required level. [celt.uwa.edu.au](http://celt.uwa.edu.au)
1 Choose your course
Choose your preferred postgraduate course from this course guide or at uwa.edu.au/study and check that you satisfy your chosen course’s admission requirements.

2 Apply Online
To start your application, visit uwa.edu.au/study and click on the ‘Login’ button on the top right-hand corner of the page. If it’s your first time applying to UWA, create a profile by selecting the ‘sign up’ tab. Once you’ve signed up, submit all required documentation in digital format.

3 Track your application
After you have submitted your application you can track its progress via the UWA Apply portal. You can also upload any additional documents we need.

4 We’ll send you a letter of offer
We’ll send you an email to notify you of the outcome of your application. If your application is successful, you will receive an offer letter or a conditional offer letter if more steps are required via email.

5 Accept your offer
When you receive your offer letter email, click the ‘accept’ button to be taken to UWA Accept, where you can accept your offer. Log in with the account you used to apply (UWA Apply portal) and you will see your offer.

You may be required to submit scans or clear photographs of any requested documents, agree to the terms and conditions of studying at UWA and then make your first payment.

6 Enrol online
You can now enrol in your course at uwa.edu.au/unistart/enrol.

We’re here to help.
If you have any questions or need help applying get in touch with us at ask.uwa.edu.au
Scholarships and prizes

WE AWARD MORE THAN $6 MILLION WORTH OF SCHOLARSHIPS TO COURSEWORK STUDENTS EACH YEAR

UWA offers scholarships in a range of categories.

Academic excellence
Academic Excellence scholarships provide financial support to students who have been recognised for their outstanding academic results. These scholarships are available to both domestic and international students across all study areas.

Diversity, equity and inclusion
Our Equity scholarships provide opportunities to students, new or current, who experience educational disadvantage due to a variety of circumstances. These scholarships provide outcomes that help realise students’ academic success.

Global experience
Our Global Experience scholarships provide an enriched educational experience for both domestic and international students, creating new and exciting opportunities and collaborations across geographic borders.

Leadership, talent and social impact
Our Leadership and Social Impact scholarships have been created to support talented students with the potential to drive change and become the next generation of influential leaders across society, industry, sports and academia.

Each category will include a range of scholarships in areas such as Sports Excellence, Indigenous, Residential, Financial Hardship, Educational Disadvantage and Travel, among others.

Eligibility varies depending on the scholarship, but our range of options provides numerous opportunities to apply.

Find out more about our scholarships and how to apply at uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/explore or get in touch through ask.uwa.edu.au.

$400,000 IN PRIZES AWARDED TO STUDENTS EACH YEAR

We like to recognise our students’ outstanding academic achievements. There is a range of prizes awarded to students in their relevant faculties, based on the results achieved in the previous academic year. Best of all, you don’t need to apply for the prizes unless specified in the prize conditions.

Find out more
web.uwa.edu.au/study/prizes

UWA Scholarships and Prizes are proudly funded by UWA, government, corporate and private donors.
How to apply – Postgraduate Research

1 Expression of Interest for a Higher Degree by Research at UWA
Contact the Higher Degree by Research (HDR) Support Team in the most appropriate faculty to complete an Expression of Interest. This will help identify potential supervisors and assess your eligibility for the research degrees on offer at UWA.

- **Faculty of Arts, Business, Law and Education**
  **Email:** hdr-fable@uwa.edu.au

- **Faculty of Engineering and Mathematical Sciences**
  **Email:** hdr-ems@uwa.edu.au

- **Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences**
  **Email:** hdr-hms@uwa.edu.au

- **Faculty of Science**
  **Email:** hdr-science@uwa.edu.au

2 Applying for a Higher Degree by Research
Once a potential supervisor in your area of interest is identified, information to lodge a formal application will be provided. Applications for Higher Degree by Research courses are open all year round, except for the Master of Research and combined Doctor of Philosophy and master’s courses.

Scholarship applicants will be required to go through a different process, which includes specific deadlines. Contact the relevant HDR support team to enquire further.

*We’re here to help*
If you have any questions or need help applying contact your HDR support team.
Postgraduate research scholarships

UWA offers a wide range of prestigious postgraduate research scholarships. Some of our prestigious scholarships include:

Forrest Research Foundation PhD Scholarships
Awarded to outstanding students who wish to undertake high quality research and enrol in a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) at a Western Australian university. All Forrest Scholars will receive a package which includes a tuition fee scholarship, OSHC for the award holder and their dependents, a stipend of AUD30,000 per annum, research and travel allowance of AUD13,000 and accommodation at Forrest Hall.

Dean’s Excellence in Science PhD Scholarships
Awarded to academically outstanding international and domestic students wishing to undertake a research doctorate (PhD) in the Faculty of Science. All Dean’s Excellence in Science PhD Scholars will receive a scholarship package which includes a living allowance (stipend) valued at $40,000 per annum; a research travel/conference allowance of $5,000 per annum; a research operating and submission costs allowance of $5,000 per annum; Overseas Student Health Cover; and tuition fees.

Dean’s Excellence in Arts, Business, Law and Education PhD Scholarships
Awarded to academically outstanding international and domestic students wishing to undertake a research doctorate (PhD) in the Faculty of Arts, Business, Law and Education (FABLE). All Dean’s Excellence in Arts, Business, Law and Education PhD Scholars will receive a scholarship package which includes a living allowance (stipend) valued at $33,000 per annum; Overseas Student single Health Cover; and tuition fees.

For the latest scholarships visit uwa.edu.au/study/research/research-scholarships.
# Course index

**AGRICULTURAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES** 10
- Agricultural Economics 11
- Agricultural Science 11
- Biological Arts 11, 65
- Biological Science 11
- Biotechnology 12, 47
- Environmental Science 12
- Geoscience 12, 69
- Hydrogeology 12, 70
- Ocean Leadership 13, 69
- Ore Deposit Geology 13, 69
- Petroleum Geoscience 13, 69
- Science 13, 71
- Science Communication 14, 57, 63, 71

**ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND PLANNING** 16
- Architecture 17
- Architectural Conservation 17
- Building Information Modelling 17
- Environmental Planning* 18, 59
- Landscape Architecture 18
- Urban Design 18
- Urban and Regional Planning 19, 59

**BUSINESS AND COMMERCE** 20
- Applied Finance 21
- Finance 21
- Business 21
- Business Administration (Flexible) 21
- Business Administration (Intensive) 22
- Business Analytics 22
- Business Information and Logistics Management 22
- Business Psychology 23, 54
- Commerce 23
- Commerce and Translation Studies 24, 62
- Economics 24
- Entrepreneurship and Innovation 24
- Health Leadership and Management 25
- Human Resources and Employment Relations 25
- Industrial and Organisational Psychology 25, 56
- Philosophy and Industrial and Organisational Psychology 26, 56
- Leadership 26
- Marketing 26
- Minerals and Energy Management 26

**LAW** 30
- Business Administration and Laws 31
- Commercial and Resources Law 31
- International Law 31
- International Law and International Relations 32, 61
- Laws/Law 32
- Legal Practice 32
- Juris Doctor 32
- Juridical Science 33
- Mining and Energy Law 33
- Natural Resources Law 34
- Taxation Law 34

**DATA AND COMPUTER SCIENCE** 36
- Data Science 37, 71
- Information Technology 37

**EDUCATION** 38
- Teaching – Primary 39
- Teaching – Secondary 39
- Teaching (F-12) 39
- Mental Health and Wellbeing in Education 40
- Early Childhood Education and Care 40
- Tertiary Teaching 40
- Education 40, 41

**ENGINEERING** 42
- Ocean Leadership 43, 70
- Renewable and Future Energy 43
- Professional Engineering 43
- Professional Engineering Preliminary 43

**HEALTH AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES** 44
- Allied Health 45
- Autism Diagnosis 45
- Diagnosis and Assessment of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) 45
- Audiological Sciences 45
- Clinical Audiology 45
- Philosophy and Clinical Audiology 46
- Pharmacy 46
- Podiatry 46
- Podiatric Medicine 46
- Podiatric Surgery 47
- Optometry 47
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomedical Sciences</th>
<th>47</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bioinformatics</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Science</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>47, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Pathology</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Medicine</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Dentistry</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Public and Primary Health</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Odontology</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise Science</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Exercise Physiology</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Professions Education</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medicine Research*</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural and Remote Medicine</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal Health</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicable Diseases Epidemiology*</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Health*</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Health Studies</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Psychology</td>
<td>54, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy and Clinical Neuropsychology</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Neuropsychology</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy and Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy and Industrial and Organisational Psychology</td>
<td>56, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial and Organisational Psychology</td>
<td>56, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Research</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Communication</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Communication</td>
<td>57, 14, 63, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Services</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Practice*</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Policy Practice</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>57, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Social Work</td>
<td>57, 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES</th>
<th>58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Planning*</td>
<td>59, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>59, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Anthropology</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Development</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Relations</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Law and International Relations</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Communication</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation Studies</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce and Translation Studies</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Policy</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>63, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Social Work</td>
<td>63, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts (Creative Writing)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Communication</td>
<td>63, 14, 57, 71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUSIC AND FINE ARTS</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological Arts</td>
<td>65, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curatorial Studies in Fine Arts</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Arts</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS</th>
<th>68</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geoscience</td>
<td>69, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore Deposit Geology</td>
<td>69, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Geoscience</td>
<td>69, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogeology</td>
<td>70, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Leadership</td>
<td>70, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Communication</td>
<td>71, 14, 57, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>71, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td>71, 37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Subject to final approval
Useful links and important dates

JOIN UWA
APPLY ONLINE:
uwa.edu.au/apply
COURSEWORK SCHOLARSHIPS:
uwa.edu.au/study/scholarships/explore
STUDY AT UWA:
uwa.edu.au/study
UWA PLUS:
uwa.edu.au/study/uwa-plus
RESEARCH AT UWA:
research.uwa.edu.au
RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS:
uwa.edu.au/study/research/research-scholarships
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS:
celt.uwa.edu.au
ACCEPT YOUR OFFER:
uwa.edu.au/accept

MORE ABOUT UWA
UWA HOMEPAGE:
uwa.edu.au
FACULTY OF ARTS, BUSINESS, LAW AND EDUCATION:
uwa.edu.au/able/home
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES:
uwa.edu.au/ems/home
FACULTY OF HEALTH AND MEDICAL SCIENCES:
uwa.edu.au/health/home
FACULTY OF SCIENCE:
uwa.edu.au/science/home
GRADUATE RESEARCH SCHOOL:
postgraduate.uwa.edu.au
UWA CAREERS CENTRE:
careers.uwa.edu.au
INTERNSHIPS AT UWA:
uwau.edu.au/education/internships-at-uwa
LIFE AT UWA:
uwa.edu.au/study/international-students
UWA ALUMNI:
alumni.uwa.edu.au
OUR WORLD-CLASS ACADEMICS:
research-repository.uwa.edu.au/en/persons
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEMESTER 1, 2021</th>
<th></th>
<th>SEMESTER 2, 2021</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>TO</td>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>TO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIENTATION WEEK</td>
<td>15 FEB</td>
<td>15 FEB</td>
<td>ORIENTATION WEEK</td>
<td>19 JUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEKS 1 TO 7</td>
<td>22 FEB</td>
<td>1 APR</td>
<td>WEEKS 1 TO 9</td>
<td>26 JUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDY BREAK</td>
<td>5 APR</td>
<td>11 APR</td>
<td>STUDY BREAK</td>
<td>27 SEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEKS 7 TO 12</td>
<td>12 APR</td>
<td>21 MAY</td>
<td>WEEKS 10 TO 12</td>
<td>4 OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDY BREAK</td>
<td>24 MAY</td>
<td>28 MAY</td>
<td>STUDY BREAK</td>
<td>25 OCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMINATION PERIOD</td>
<td>31 MAY</td>
<td>11 JUN</td>
<td>EXAMINATION PERIOD</td>
<td>1 NOV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SUMMER SCHOOL</th>
<th>TRIMESTER 1</th>
<th>TRIMESTER 2</th>
<th>TRIMESTER 3</th>
<th>GRADUATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLASSES</td>
<td>8 JAN – 24 JAN</td>
<td>28 JAN – 17 APR</td>
<td>11 MAY – 31 JUL</td>
<td>31 AUG – 20 NOV</td>
<td>18 JUL – 20 JUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMS</td>
<td>18 APR – 24 APR</td>
<td>1 AUG – 8 AUG</td>
<td>21 NOV – 28 NOV</td>
<td>9 DEC – 11 DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dates are subject to change without notice and some courses have an earlier start date. For more information visit uwa.edu.au/students/my-course/important-dates.

GET IN TOUCH
CHAT TO A STUDENT (UNIBUDDY):
uwa.edu.au/study/unibuddy/domestic
ASK US A QUESTION:
ask.uwa.edu.au
Chat to a UWA student
uwa.edu.au/study/unibuddy-domestic

Stay up-to-date with UWA
Get the lowdown on UWA events, our career-enhancing course model, student opportunities, study tips and everything you need to know about applying.

Get in touch
CALL US
131 UWA (131 892)
CHAT ONLINE
uwa.edu.au/study
Mon–Fri 8.30–5.00pm (AWST)
ASK US A QUESTION
ask.uwa.edu.au
VIRTUAL CONSULT
uwa.edu.au/appointments
VISIT US
Student Central, Perth campus

Stay connected

The information in this publication is current as at September 2020 and is subject to change.
You can find updated information on our website at uwa.edu.au/study.